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SCHOOL YEAR PRAYER

Lord, open our eyes that we may see you in our brothers and sisters.

Lord, open our ears that we may hear the cries of the hungry, the cold, the frightened, the oppressed.

Lord, open our hearts that we may love each other as you love us.

Renew in us your spirit.

Lord, free us and make us one.

St. Francis of Assisi – Pray for us.
St. Clare of Assisi – Pray for us.

Our 80th anniversary year has begun like no other. Distance Learning is not the standard we are accustomed to, but nonetheless, we welcomed the start of school with renewed enthusiasm in support of our Troubadours! We are stronger together, and we’ll get through any challenges together.
DEAR ST. FRANCIS COMMUNITY,

It’s September, a little more than six months since that March 13th day when we took a time out to prepare for what became inevitable. We could no longer gather our students or community on our campus. We needed to pivot quickly and embrace what became a new and unwanted reality.

This COVID crisis has caused us all to pause and think about who and what is essential. At St. Francis, we know our students and community are essential. We know an education grounded in faith, excellence, leadership and service is essential. We know our mission to serve our young women and their families is essential.

We also know that you are essential to all that we do. This Statement of Community Support edition of our Pax et Bonum magazine highlights the love, loyalty and generosity of the greater St. Francis community which has enabled us to stay mission focused, pray together and for each other, pivot rapidly to instructor-led distance learning, creatively “gather” together remotely, and so much more.

While our entire student body experienced loss, we were cognizant of the many rights of passage our Class of 2020 was missing out on. As you will see from the pictures, our amazing faculty and staff creatively came up with ways to reimagine many events to honor our graduates in a way that fit within the confines of our COVID reality. The “Pearls” were an outstanding group of young women who proved themselves resilient, compassionate and kind. Enjoy some photos of the reimagined end of their St. Francis journey, their words of inspiration and encouragement to each other, and highlights of the recipients of the highest awards we give.

This is a milestone year for our community as we celebrate our 80-year legacy of educating women who change the world. While we had much planned, we will again pivot and find new ways to acknowledge and celebrate this special anniversary. Our 3rd annual SELFe Event will return on Sunday, October 25th, but we’ll do it virtually and complimentary thanks to the support of our generous supporters and sponsors (see page 33).

We acknowledge and celebrate our 11,090 alumnae. In fact, we formalized our “Alumnae Way,” installing plaques with the names of every graduate since our school’s inception. You must come see. It is truly a testament to our legacy and our story, one that celebrates the deep connections that exist within our community. It’s the story of all of us working together to form women who change the world.

While the 2020-21 year is not starting in the way we hoped, we remain committed, resilient and hopeful. What we do know is this: Education will continue. Community will continue. Mission will continue. We will not let the quality of education, community or mission diminish as we, together, navigate these times.

Thank you for the impact you have made on the lives of those who walked and those who are walking our campus each day. Through your generosity, the community of St. Francis continues its mission of empowering the next generation of women to go out and change the world. And that is certainly something to celebrate!

In the spirit of Pax et Bonum,

Theresa Rodgers
WELCOME TO OUR NEW BOARD MEMBERS

ST. FRANCIS IS BLESSED WITH AN AMAZING BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND ADDING NEW MEMBERS IS AN EXCELLENT WAY TO FURTHER OUR MISSION OF EDUCATING YOUNG WOMEN WHO CHANGE THE WORLD. WE ARE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THE ADDITION OF TWO NEW BOARD MEMBERS:

RENA DE NIGRIS ZELLARS ’95

Rena is a St. Francis graduate of the class of 1995 and earned a B.S. in Economics from Saint Mary’s College in 1999. She has spent the majority of her career in management and is now owner of The (A) Lyst Group — a boutique talent acquisition firm specializing in helping founders of early stage venture backed companies and hyper growth companies retain talent and manage existing talent and human resources. Rena joined the Board of Trustees in 2020 with a desire to help guide and support those responsible for carrying out the mission of St. Francis in collaborative, creative, and constructive ways.

“I believe that leadership at every level is one of the most important pillars to success. In addition I believe that it is the duty of every leader to serve: to serve their organization, employees, customers, community, and ecosystem that they operate in.”

TRISH ZIEGLER

Trish Ziegler, parent to alumna Helen ’08, has been a liturgical salesperson for the past twelve years with F.C. Ziegler Co., visiting Catholic Churches all over the Sacramento diocese and beyond. She earned a B.S. in Plant Science from Washington State University and a master’s degree in Plant Pathology from Iowa State University.

“Having attended Catholic Schools during my formative years, volunteering at our children’s Catholic schools and also substitute teaching at Catholic schools for a few years, I feel that I have a solid knowledge of Catholic education. I look forward to navigating new waters that the challenging year 2020 has presented to our community and world.”

St. Francis Catholic High School follows a Policy Governance model for its Board of Trustees. Often called the Carver model, Policy Governance focuses on the Board’s strategic leadership in establishing the organization’s purpose and goals. Within defined limits, the board entrusts the CEO to execute the mission and accomplish the goals, while ensuring accountability of the Board to the St. Francis community and of the CEO to the Board.

THANK YOU!

Two amazing Board Members have finished their terms this year, Pam DiTomasso ’72 and Celia Puff. Pam served on the St. Francis Advisory Board for one year prior to her appointment to the Board of Trustees in 2014. Celia joined the Board of Trustees in 2017. Thank you for tirelessly giving your time and resources; we are grateful for your commitment to serving St. Francis Catholic High School!
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2020

Isabella Acosta • Riley Adair • Nashla Aguero Dagdug • Caterina Almazan • Elisa Amador • Alyssa Appel • Violet Appelsmith • Bianca Ariza • Kaitlyn Back
Grace Barger • Ava Barkett • Kasandra Edrene Basco • Claire Bassel • Gabrielle Bauman • Gabriella Bedford • Chloe Beebout • Alexandra Belafsky • Gabriella Bell
Adithi Benush • Marli Berry • Emily Bilkien • Jadynne Bishop • Brooke Borrego • Hannah Brady • Sophia Breslau • Giuliana Brida • Jadynn Burgess
Rachel Cabral • Ana Calderon • Allison Campanile • Andrea Campos • Sophia Casentini • Judith Cates • Lara Chappuie • Megan Christman • Marisa Christopulos
Bailey Clark • Elizabeth Cole • Clara Colgan • Monet Cook • Kristina Cordano • Ashley Cota • Madeline Covert • Emma Daniels • Bailey Davis • Brielle Davis
Samantha Davis • Christina De Leon • Kiera Deak • Amrita Dhillon • Isabella Dondershine • Hannah Dorsey • Katherine Dowdell • Madeline Dunlay
Reagan Eaddy • Taylor Earle • Natalia Edgar • Alexa Edwards • Ashley Endean • Ardani Fairchild • Emily Fargen • Isabella Fauria • Katelyn Fitzgerald
Mia Fleming-Mullins • Priscilla Fletcher • Laura Freeworth • Gabriella Frisch • Sydney Fritsch • Fiona Galvin • Sofia Garaygay • Aurora Giacobbe
Madeleine Giannini • Juliana Gianulias • Rose Giblin-Vance • Abigail Glime • Christina Gomez • Katherine Gourley • Savannah Grant • Hannah Grehm-Holly
Grenke Karla Guerrero • Marissa Gutierrez • Sara Hadigian • Andralee Harmon • Jillian Harrington • Grace Harrison • Julia Hayes • Lillian Hayes • Jayme Hendrickson
Penelope Herrera • Kale Hissong • Emma Hollenbach • Mackenzie Holmes • Emily Horvath • Kendall Houck • Avery Hoyt • Emma Hunkapiller • Madigan Hunt
Alyssa Jacobsen • Monah Javidan • Mya Jefferies • Sophia Jenkins • Grace Jones • Katelyn Jurschak • Tara Keene • Brynne Keisler • Bridget Kemp • Sophia Khatirine
Samira Kian • Carson Killer • Lauren Kim • Phoebe Kirchman • Amy Kiyama • Abigail Konigsfeld • Meghan Ladd • Autumn Le • Jasmine Lee • Karissa Leon
Our graduates and their families gathered together on campus in celebration of the Commencement Ceremony and Baccalaureate Mass throughout the week of June 22, 2020.
VALEDICTORIAN

LAUREN KIM

Lauren Kim, a graduate of Brookfield School, was chosen as Valedictorian and tied for the highest grade point average in the class. She also earned 260 hours in community service, was a member of the Sac County Youth Commission, and volunteered with Latin Camp. Lauren received the plaque for Academic Achievement in Science & Math, and is a National Merit Finalist. She will be heading off to University of Pennsylvania to double major in Linguistics and International Relations.

The following is Lauren’s valedictory address given at the Commencement Ceremony for the Class of 2020.

Thank you to Bishop Soto, Mrs. Rodgers, and Mr. Mendoza for their remarks, as well as everyone else who has worked so hard to make this online graduation a reality—from admin and faculty to parents and family guests.

I’d like to start by posing a fairly straightforward question: What choices does the average Troubie make each day? I know that sometimes my St. Francis experience has pushed me to make some pretty difficult decisions, like should I actually wash my hair today, or throw it up in a messy bun for the 4th time this week? Should I buy another cookie, or should I have pity on my crying cafeteria account and save up for next week’s splurge? And, most importantly, am I going to help out at Homecoming decorations night? The correct—and only—answer is without a doubt, yes!

Choices: We all want them, we all have them, some of us feel entitled to them, and we always strongly resist when someone tries to take them away from us. For the 232 of us sitting here today, we have undergone almost two decades of choices. In kindergarten, our choices might have been something simple like, “Should I offer to share my stickers with my classmate, or keep them for myself?” In 8th grade, it might have been, “Do I forgo hanging out with my friends to finish an assignment or study for a test?” And now? Perhaps it was finding the courage and strength to have an uncomfortable conversation with a classmate, or to take the time to say hello to someone who may be sitting alone at lunch. As students at St. Francis, we have been called to make choices that affect not only ourselves, but the greater community as well.

We choose faith. We choose to have faith in God, and the path that He guides us on. We participate in Masses, we go on retreats, and we join Campus Ministry. We have faith in one another. We rally together during Homecoming Week, celebrate that the caf has burrito bowls, and have impromptu parking lot dance parties after school. We have faith in those that have helped us get to this moment—our parents, teachers, friends, siblings, and mentors. Faith is the glue that holds our class and our school community together.

We choose excellence. When times get rough, Pearls don’t mess. We aren’t just satisfied with the status quo; we push our limits and redefine it. We aren’t just students; we think, analyze, and discuss inside and outside the classroom. We aren’t just athletes; we compete—and win!—with dedication and sportsmanship that are Troubie characteristics. We aren’t just artists—we create works that critically analyze our world and call us to action. We choose to do what we do excellently not just out of a drive to be number one, but out of a genuine desire to see how far we can go—with excellence, poise, and passion.

We choose leadership. We choose to lead through our love and compassion as we create a loving community in communion with one another. We lead by example as we live our lives as servant leaders, leading by serving and giving back. We’ve seen the works of notable alumnae as they contribute to the world; I am confident that each and every one of us has the potential to be as impactful of a leader. The future is definitely female and the future contains many, many Troubies.

We choose service. Pearls live their lives with love; they wholeheartedly give back to those in need. We harness our God-given gifts to lead our communities from compassion into communion. Sure, we serve through our Christian service hour requirements, but the greatest impact we have is when we serve through the little actions and choices we make every day. Whether it’s helping a friend with a difficult math problem or staying behind to make sure all the chairs are stacked after Mass, Pearls are always ready to serve and lead with love.

Whether you have started St. Francis since day one or joined the class somewhere along the line, it doesn’t take much to realize that we have grown up so much; we have truly changed. We’ve moved from an age where the merit of our decisions was based on our innocence to today, where the merit of our choices is now...
based on the assumption that we should know better. And we are moving quickly into the age where the expectation is that we do know better. This is a lot of responsibility, and frankly, I had a bit of a freak out after coming to this realization while writing this speech. But, I’m confident that every single one of us today has what it takes to face those ever increasing challenges and decisions that we will be faced with after high school and beyond.

One of my favorite singers, Dodie Clark, says, “Everyone is a collage of their favorite parts of other people.” If that’s the case, I can genuinely say that I’ve never been more proud to be shaped by the choices and experiences imparted on me by my St. Francis experience. We have had to choose between choices that bring us together as a class, and choices that could alienate ourselves from one another. In my experience, time and time again, our class has chosen the former. To be a Troubie is to be dedicated to harnessing compassion and creating communion — a community of sisters, friends, classmates, and personal cheerleaders.

For those of you that have gone on Kairos, we are called to “Choose to live the 4th” to carry out the mission of love and sisterhood that culminates on the 4th day of the retreat. So, I call you all to choose to live the 1,460th of our St. Francis experience. This is it, Pearls—we’re now about to step across a threshold where the choices we must make are infinitely more complex and infinitely more numerous.

As we move on to the next stage in our lives, whether it be attending college, starting our careers, or moving away from home, we will be called to make choices that have a significant impact on our lives. We’ve moved past the age where our most life-altering decisions would be whether to study for a test or share our art supplies. Now, we will be challenged to identify who we are as individuals, shaping our moral codes, our beliefs, and our identities. It is then that I am sure that our four years of making educated, mature choices at St. Francis will pay off. I know each and every single one of us is equipped with the tools that we need to continue to choose love and grace, compassion and communion, and faith, excellence, leadership, and service. So let’s go out and teach the world that Pearls really don’t mess. God bless and congratulations to the graduating class of 2020!

BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS
AUDREY REYES

Audrey Reyes, a graduate of Gold River Discovery Center, has been a Retreat team leader, Kairos 78 leader, member of the Track and Cross Country teams, and President of the Brain Bubble Club. She is loved by her peers and is kind, approachable, and gentle. Audrey will no doubt take these natural gifts with her as she studies Nursing at Sacramento State University.

The following is Audrey’s address given at the Baccalaureate Mass for the Class of 2020.

Greetings and hello to Parents, Grandparents, Family, Faculty, Staff, Friends, and the Class of 2020. Thank you for joining us! I know, it’s quite a switch from what we expected, but hey, it works well, so let’s all go with it!

If you didn’t know, my name is Audrey Reyes and I’d just like to say — it has been such a time. My 2016 self would be absolutely shocked with what’s been happening...but here we are.

Every moment of the past four long yet short years has always led us towards being together — the way it should be. At the beginning, we started with Freshman Family Mass where we stood together, awkwardly learning the Hallelujah hand gestures. Now we have evolved into Hallelujah professionals and no Mass will ever be the same.

Baccalaureate is the first part of graduation, a Mass of Thanksgiving. By entering with our school symbols and showing off our chosen Baccalaureate symbols, we represent the crazy journey known as high school. Honestly, walking from the big red “X” to the front of the altar was a statement in itself.

Today we’re here to celebrate the time we had at St. Francis and the gifts we’ve been given. These gifts are beyond the tangible items we’ve brought in. Throughout these years we’ve experienced the gifts of education, love, family, friendship...and of course, faith.

The past four years have been a big mix of highs and lows but throughout it all we were strengthened and guided by God — or a power greater than our own.

Throughout it all, we weren’t alone. Of course, we are works in progress and ever-changing, but we definitely deserve some credit for what we’ve endured and experienced.

We kept our faith, trusted the process, and relied on those around us. Those people being our families, friends, the people here at St. Francis and, in some cases, we had to rely on ourselves. Well-done everyone. Super cheesy symbolic heart-warming stuff, but you get the point.

Let’s remember ourselves in this moment, in the now — together because we only get this moment once. I can’t wait to celebrate with you all again someday...
Good day to family, friends, faculty, staff, and especially the graduating Class of 2020. I want you all to take a deep breath, and look at the people around you. You’re surrounded by your strongest supporters and advocates that want nothing more than your well being, success, and happiness. Each one of us has been on the same journey, but changed it in your own individual way. We began our story crossing the threshold of the St. Francis gates only four short years ago. The timid eyes of 232 freshmen embarked on a path that we didn’t think would end. Our path has led us through some bumps in the road, but nothing ever broke our bond as a class. But as we move on into different walks of life, I want you all to take a step back once in a while and reflect on all the memories we have as Pearls.

As a freshman, I came into St. Francis with more confidence than I knew I should have. I walked the halls with perfect pleats in my skirt, an ironed red polo, and a brand new North Face backpack. My confidence took me straight into a Senior Philosophy classroom during A block on the first day of school. At that moment, I thought, “Wow, I’ve already made my first mistake in high school and I’ve barely been a student for thirty seconds.” This is a time where we had to learn our way around campus with the help of our own Big Sisters. Freshman year is when we first saw the Class of 2017 say their farewells in Serra Court on the last day of school. They had been through so much together and life as a senior seemed like a lifetime away. Fast forward to Sophomore year. We are no longer the babies on campus. We blessed our class rings, learned how to drive, attended dances, and closed on what seemed like the fastest year of high school. Next stop is Junior year. Classes were getting harder. We jump-started plans for college, stressed over the SATs and ACTs, and finding the perfect prom dress seemed to take over our minds. This year taught us how to deal with a multitude of difficulties, but we never lost touch with how strong we could be together. That year we won first place in Spirit during homecoming week, and not only did we have the most spirit, but we stayed positive even when we had to bid our 2019 sisters farewell. Finally, we entered into our Senior year. We watched the sun rise on our time to be the role models of the school. From leadership, to big sisters, to the retreat team, to theatre, dance, sports, kairos, and academic teams, we have all left our mark on this school. As the Wizarding World of Harry Potter during our final homecoming week, we let our true colors shine. With a class that “Don’t Mess” around, Pearl pride was in full force and dominated every challenge we faced. We sang our hearts out to Say You Won’t Let Go and saw the curtain close on one of the most memorable events at St. Francis. Over the past four years, we have laughed, cried, grown, and persevered as sisters, and even the biggest inconvenience couldn’t tear us apart.

No one in the world would have thought that this would be the way the Class of 2020 would have to graduate. This was our year and our moment to shine, and COVID-19 decided to take that away from us. But, with a class like ours, nothing has ever been normal for us. We may not have gotten to go to our Ball, have our senior free dress, a real Honor Guard Mass, Baccalaureate Mass, or even Graduation at the Memorial Auditorium, but what we still do have is each other. We were all placed in the same class for a reason. We are an incredible group of girls and no other class would ever be able to handle this pandemic the way we are. It’s unfair and terribly heartbreaking what the coronavirus has done to us and the world, but this setback only made us stronger and we will thrive. We are built up of many personalities, gifts, and talents, and the world needs what we have to offer. This class is full of so much charisma, laughter, and spontaneous energy that I couldn’t wait to see what each day would bring. Like the indescribable way that Julia and Lillian Hayes laugh, or how Haley Silva is able to brighten anyone’s day with just her smile. The way Monet Cook
has to duck into every door she enters or how Mia Fleming-Mullins can score 464 points in a single basketball season. The Class of 2020 is composed of such powerful and innovative women that nothing can change who we are. Here at St. Francis we don’t just have friendships, we have a family. Friends are temporary, but family is forever. And from the first moment we stood together as a class in 2016, I can confidently say that I had found my second family, and it breaks my heart to say goodbye.

I have been able to stand in front of my Pearls, an exceptional group of women, and the sisters I never had, and say that I have never been prouder of us. We’ve had the privilege to grow up with each other and experience some of the best years of our lives. I’ve been able to sit on the gym floor and look up at a class that will forever hold a place in my heart. Thanks to the Class of 2020 I’ve been one of our leaders through Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior year. I’m thankful that you have given me the opportunity to be on council each year and to serve you. I’m going out into the next chapter of my life more prepared than ever because of the love and gratitude you’ve all shown me over the past four years.

As we watch the sun set on our time at St. Francis, I want you all to remember one thing. Go be who you want to be. Don’t let anyone take away that spark in your heart. The sisterhood we have is forever. The ideals, values, and lessons we have learned over the course of our four years have molded all the beautiful virtual faces watching me right now. The power our voices have proves that we are the women that the school, the country, and the world deserves. We have never been more seen than we are right now, and the strength behind that shows the depth, respect, and admiration of our characters. St. Francis High School is a school like no other. It is a place that has guided a group of young women that are about to go out and change the world.

So, never forget this moment with your family and friends, and know that your teachers, mentors, faculty, staff, and administration are all very proud of you. Congratulations, we made it this far, so go be you! Just know this world is our oyster, and we are all Pearls shining right through it. Thank you!

“Heavenly Father, we thank You for gathering us today. With the uncertainty that has surrounded the last part of our senior year, we truly understand how blessed we are to be able to share in this celebration together. Over the course of our four years at St. Francis, You have given us so many gifts that we learned not to take for granted.

You have given us the gift of family. By guiding us to make the decision to attend St. Francis, we received the opportunity to work closely with an encouraging and passionate group of teachers, faculty members, and administrators. In addition, we are grateful to have grown beside our fellow classmates. By surrounding us with driven, spirited and resilient young women, You strengthened our social circles and filled them with women who would soon become our sisters for life. We thank You.

Lord, you have given us the gift of friendship. In addition to receiving 232 sisters, our relationships with our classmates did not stop there. As friends, we would laugh, sing, and dance in Serra Court. But more importantly, we would encourage one another through tough times, and celebrate together in good times. We thank You.

You have given us the gift of education. Our studies at St. Francis have not been easy, but with dedication and strength we have grown to flourish academically are prepared to take the world by storm in our future endeavors. We thank You.

As we begin to take flight, we pray that we never lose sight of the high standards held for us at St. Francis and continue to live faith, excellence, leadership and service.

Lord, remind us that our relationship with You is ongoing. Although, for many of us, our education in a Catholic school is coming to an end, this Graduation ceremony is not a symbol for the end of our relationship with You but rather just the beginning. May we continue to learn and continue to grow with Christ. In 2 Peter 3:18 we are encouraged to keep growing in Christ: ‘But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To Him be glory both now and forever!”

St. Francis of Assisi… Pray for us!
St. Clare of Assisi… Pray for us!

“Grateful for the relationships that have been formed, I want you all to know that you will always be a part of my family. If you need anything, don’t hesitate to reach out. We are here for you. You have been a source of strength and support throughout our time at St. Francis, and I am so thankful for you.

I want you all to know that you will always be a part of my family. If you need anything, don’t hesitate to reach out. We are here for you. You have been a source of strength and support throughout our time at St. Francis, and I am so thankful for you.

Liv Walbeck, a graduate of St. Mel Catholic School, was the Student Body Ministry Coordinator. She was a Kairos 78 leader and member of the Blue Skirts.

Liv is attending the University of Oklahoma studying Broadcast Journalism.

The following is Liv’s prayer given at the Baccalaureate Mass for the Class of 2020.

You have given us the gift of education. Our studies at St. Francis have not been easy, but with dedication and strength we have grown to flourish academically are prepared to take the world by storm in our future endeavors. We thank You.

As we begin to take flight, we pray that we never lose sight of the high standards held for us at St. Francis and continue to live faith, excellence, leadership and service.

Lord, remind us that our relationship with You is ongoing. Although, for many of us, our education in a Catholic school is coming to an end, this Graduation ceremony is not a symbol for the end of our relationship with You but rather just the beginning. May we continue to learn and continue to grow with Christ. In 2 Peter 3:18 we are encouraged to keep growing in Christ: ‘But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To Him be glory both now and forever!”

St. Francis of Assisi… Pray for us!
St. Clare of Assisi… Pray for us!
St. Francis Catholic High School is blessed with young women who step up and into leadership positions. The Student Body Officers (SBOs) are the leaders, communicators, organizers, mobilizers, and most importantly, the visionaries for creating the student experience on and off campus. Working together with the Class Officers, they strive to promote unity among students and provide a variety of activities that enhance the development of St. Francis students that are consistent with the school’s philosophy. Working under the leadership and guidance of Mrs. Cassy McGreevy, and supported by the entire St. Francis administration, faculty and staff, these student officers develop an understanding of servant leadership, ethical standards and community building.

GIGI BRIDA: PRESIDENT
Sacred Heart Parish School • New York University

“Leaders come from all different walks of life and you can be an unexpected leader. You just have to dig down and put yourself out there because you never know what could happen. For more than half of the SBOs, this is our first time on student council. I think we’ve been one of the most cohesive groups since our personalities knit together so well. Everyone has something to bring to the table. Through the St. Francis experience you definitely find that.”

MONET COOK: VICE PRESIDENT
Sacramento Country Day School • Howard University

“My parting advice is to hold on to every moment. We didn’t know our last day on campus was going to be our last day. There were so many more things that I wish I had taken advantage of and really appreciated, like Fun Fridays or dancing with my friends on the grass in Serra Court when I had the opportunity to.”

ALEXA EDWARDS: SPIRIT COORDINATOR
St. Ignatius Parish School • University of the Pacific

“If you’re doubting yourself, just do it! There’s so many things that I look back on and I’m so happy with everything that I did during these four years, but there were some times where I was too embarrassed to dance. Just do it. Even if you make a mistake along the way, you learn from it. Give yourself the grace to make mistakes and learn life lessons along the way.”

GABI PARISH: TREASURER
Our Lady of the Assumption School • University of Oregon, Clark Honors College

“My mom always says that you have to ride all the rides and I think that’s really important. I remember being a freshman at the rallies, looking at the SBOs just dancing in front of a thousand people. I thought, ‘How do they have the confidence to get up there and dance and not be afraid?’ You just have to try your hand at everything and don’t be afraid to fail. Just try something new!”

CAMRYN SMITH: HISTORIAN
Homeschool • Grand Canyon University

“If you’re comfortable for too long, you’re not pushing yourself far enough. Going into St. Francis, I knew only two people and being an SBO was never on my radar. Junior year, I decided to run for class Historian even though I’d never been on student council before. It was out of my comfort zone, but I decided to try it out…and I loved it. My advice is to just push yourself because you can thrive.”

PEYTON SPELLACY: SECRETARY
St. Michael’s Episcopal Day School • Syracuse University

“I was so surprised to see that there was such a mass of teachers at the Pearl Pick-up Parade! It was special to see some of the teachers you don’t get to see as often cheering you on. When Mr. Mendoza passed me my cap and gown, he said, ‘Congratulations! We’re so proud of you,’ with so much intention. When I drove away, I had tears in my eyes. It’s so insane how much St. Francis really showed they cared about us that day. It meant a lot!”

LIV WALBECK: MINISTRY COORDINATOR
St. Mel Catholic School • University of Oklahoma, Norman Campus

“I’m so grateful for Mrs. McGreevy being such a strong role model. She guided us through so much. Going to an all-girls school has been so empowering and having such strong leaders to help guide us has been just amazing. We’re all so, so grateful for that.”
The Pillar Awards recognize outstanding contributions to our school community and are the highest awards that St. Francis bestows. Seniors recognized for these awards have demonstrated four years of commitment to our mission. These awards were established in 2002 by Marion Bishop who served as President from 2001 until her retirement in June 2012.

**GRACE BARGER**

**PAX ET BONUM AWARD**

The Pax et Bonum Award represents St. Francis Catholic High School's highest honor and is presented to a senior who best exemplifies the qualities of peace and goodness through her faith, excellence, leadership and service.

Grace also received the General Excellence medal, awarded to students who have earned a cumulative 4.00 GPA or above for their eight semesters of high school, and the Certificate of Merit in Theology, selected by the faculty and administration for her achievement in this academic discipline. Additionally, Grace received the Booster Club Scholar Athlete Award to recognize her combined achievement in both academics and athletics for Lacrosse and Soccer. Grace graduated from St. James School and is attending the University of Notre Dame this fall.

**PAX ET BONUM AWARD RECIPIENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Christine Quartuccio-Caran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Kelsey Hayward Guetschow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Sarah Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Le-Mai Dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Chloe Benson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Margaret Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Natalie Speno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Margot Wolfersberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Alicia Salcedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Katie O’Dowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Hannah Francesca C. Gonzales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Jasmine Florentino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Clarissa James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Samantha Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Jessica Leatherby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Alexandra Retodo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Grace Conlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Brynne Burrows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALEXANDRA BELAFSKY  TROUBADOUR SPIRIT AWARD

Alexandra graduated from St. James School and is attending Ohio State University.

The Troubadour Spirit Award is given to a senior who has shown extraordinary school spirit.

CATEIRNA ALMAZAN  PRINCIPAL’S PILLAR OF EXCELLENCE AWARD

Caterina graduated from St. Elizabeth Ann Seton School and is attending Columbia University.

The Principal’s Pillar of Excellence Award is awarded to a senior for outstanding achievement who embodies Excellence put forth by our pillars, and everything she does is in the spirit of Pax et Bonum.

REAGAN EADDY  PILLAR OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE AWARD

Reagan graduated from Holy Trinity School and is attending Monterey Peninsula College.

The Pillar of Christian Service Award honors a student who embodies the heart and actions of a servant leader.

HANNAH MALEK  PRESIDENT’S PILLAR OF LEADERSHIP AWARD

Hannah graduated from St. Michael’s Episcopal Day School and is attending Saint Mary’s College of California.

The President’s Pillar of Leadership Award recognizes a senior with outstanding leadership skills and who has enriched the life of St. Francis Catholic High School.

CAMRYN SMITH  PRESIDENT’S PILLAR OF LEADERSHIP AWARD

Camryn was homeschooled and is attending Grand Canyon University.

The President’s Pillar of Leadership Award recognizes a senior with outstanding leadership skills and who has enriched the life of St. Francis Catholic High School.

KATE OLARIO  CAMPUS MINISTRY PILLAR OF FAITH AWARD

Kate graduated from St. Mary School and is attending University of California, San Diego.

The Campus Ministry Pillar of Faith Award honors a student who, during her four years, exemplifies her Faith through her commitment to her love of God by loving others.

CATERINA ALMAZAN  PRINCIPAL’S PILLAR OF EXCELLENCE AWARD

Caterina graduated from St. Elizabeth Ann Seton School and is attending Columbia University.

The Principal’s Pillar of Excellence Award is awarded to a senior for outstanding achievement who embodies Excellence put forth by our pillars, and everything she does is in the spirit of Pax et Bonum.

REAGAN EADDY  PILLAR OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE AWARD

Reagan graduated from Holy Trinity School and is attending Monterey Peninsula College.

The Pillar of Christian Service Award honors a student who embodies the heart and actions of a servant leader.

ALEXANDRA BELAFSKY  TROUBADOUR SPIRIT AWARD

Alexandra graduated from St. James School and is attending Ohio State University.

The Troubadour Spirit Award is given to a senior who has shown extraordinary school spirit.
CLASS OF 2020
LEGACY

CLARE ANN SQUIRES HAYES ’55: LILLIAN ’20, JULIA ’20, MARIANNE ’18

“It was a different graduation this year watching my twin granddaughters graduate in a beautiful ‘online’ ceremony. One thing that has not changed from my experience to theirs is the Franciscan spirit of love of God and humanity that permeates everything at St. Francis Catholic High School. I am grateful that my parents valued education and the ability to take care of oneself. I have enjoyed seeing St. Francis and today’s Troubadours highlight women’s expanding role in the world. Students seem to be more challenged these days.

My favorite memories that I have seen in my granddaughters’ lives is the camaraderie of students in an environment that is encouraging and safe. My advice for these graduates is to keep your faith in God and remember what you learned at St. Francis. The pillars of faith, excellence, leadership and service are the foundation of a good life. Don’t be afraid of the future.”

RITA MAZZUCCHI BRIDA ’57: GIGI ’20

“St. Francis has been a big part of our family for a long time although I actually graduated from Bishop Armstrong during those years when 11th and 12th grade were there. Two sisters, three nieces and one granddaughter are all SFHS graduates. Having taught in public school, I really wanted my granddaughter to be in a faith-filled and nurturing environment.

Although the skirts got shorter, the academic rigor and college preparation stayed the same. The theology courses, retreats and Christian service opportunities provide the strong foundation for a faithful life. My advice to these graduates is to stay as close to the Lord and the Blessed Mother as you possibly can. Remember we were born to be saints and that is what we are headed towards.”
TANYA JAIME BELL ’86: GABRIELLA ’20

“As it was for me, St. Francis was an amazing experience for Gabby. There was never a question she wasn’t going to SFHS and it truly couldn’t have been a better fit. Academically it pushed her and she was able to pursue the life work she wants to do. She particularly loved being a retreat leader through Campus Ministry. I was grateful we were able to share the Mother/Daughter retreat during her junior year.

Gabby blazed her own path at St. Francis and made life-long friends. Watching them all say goodbye as they headed off to colleges near and far was hard; however, I am confident that they will all do amazing things and I’m excited for their future. My advice for these young women, and all of our Troubies, is to embrace every moment. Focus on all that you do get to experience rather than what you might be missing out on during this time.”

NORA BIUNDO SALAZAR ’85: GEO ’20

“The choice Giovanna made to attend St. Francis four years ago is exemplified as the right choice by the strong, independent, and confident young woman she is today. Both her spiritual and academic growth are a testament to what her Catholic education has provided her, and we are both grateful for the opportunity to attend St. Francis.

The highlight of her journey at St. Francis was experiencing her Kairos retreat. The bonds she made with good friends and inspiring teachers that took time to listen, understand, and provide encouragement will last her a lifetime. As Class of 2020, the Dr. Seuss quote that opened your freshman year and ended your senior year was, ‘Oh, the Places You’ll Go!’ Remember life is certainly a huge adventure. It will be jammed packed with unexpected twists and turns, as you recently experienced. Be open minded, willing to try new things, and seize new opportunities as you will go far.”

COLLEEN O’NEIL REILLY ’78:
ABAIGAEL ’20, BOBBY ’11, BRIANNE ’09

“I graduated the last of my three daughters from St. Francis. All three selected the high school they wanted to attend, but I secretly believe they wanted to go where I went. It helped that so many of their friends also selected St. Francis.

Similar to my experience, they all made life-long friends and received a great education. I’m glad they brought back community lunch as it’s wonderful for the girls to all be able to eat together. Much of the girls’ experiences felt similar to mine; whenever you put a bunch of girls together, they can’t help but create great memories.”

We currently have 312 students on campus who are part of an SF legacy, which includes 105 aunts, 12 grandmothers, 85 mothers, and 212 sisters!
A CELEBRATION OF GIVING & GIVERS
TO OUR GENEROUS ST. FRANCIS COMMUNITY,

The 2019-20 year was significant for a lot of reasons. We had 232 Pearls experience a reimagined graduation and launch into the next chapter of their adult life (yes ladies, you are officially adulting). And just like the end of their year, this next chapter is filled with uncertainty and new challenges.

Through it all, what stays with me is how the entire St. Francis community came together — and still comes together — for each other. I’m reminded of something Henri Nouwen said, “Community is first of all a quality of the heart. It grows from the spiritual knowledge that we are alive not for ourselves but for one another.”

As we compiled the information for this edition of the magazine, I see so much more than dollars and cents. I see stories. I see impact. I see love. I see connection. I see generosity. I see lives changed. I see a community that cares — a true community of heart. That is why we will forever more refer to our annual report as a Statement of Community Support.

This Statement of Community Support recognizes all of you — current and past parents, alumnae, students, faculty and staff (we have the most generous faculty and staff of any school), and our numerous friends and supporters — for your faithful partnership in advancing the mission of St. Francis Catholic High School. To really see the impact of your generosity, talk to a student or alumna. They are the living beneficiaries of your love and support and are forever changed because of it. And remember to thank a teacher; these dedicated individuals put it all on the line every day to educate our students in an environment of faith, excellence, leadership and service.

Through all of your investment in the many lives and ministries of St. Francis Catholic High School, we raised more than $1,767,000 in what ended up being a challenging year. We also benefited from more than 20,700 hours of volunteerism, and that was before we had to close the school! Our community is truly alive for one another.

Thank you to all who gave of your time, talent and treasure to make the 2019-20 year a success. Your continued investment in St. Francis and our Troubadours provides the essential funds for tuition assistance, enriched academic programs, life changing faith experiences, top tier arts and athletic offerings, provision and upkeep of superior facilities, and other expenses not covered by tuition. If you are interested in donating as part of the 2020-21 year, please visit www.stfrancishs.org/mygift or contact me at 916-737-5033.

In gratitude for our St. Francis community,

MaryAnne Kelly
Director of Advancement
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS*
JULY 1, 2019 - JUNE 30, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Francis Fund</td>
<td>$506,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thankful Thursday</td>
<td>$192,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>$404,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Purpose</td>
<td>$621,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Scholarships</td>
<td>$152,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Gifts</td>
<td>$83,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Giving:</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,767,682</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The St. Francis Fund consists of unrestricted annual gifts and is the cornerstone of philanthropic giving at St. Francis Catholic High School, representing the affirmation and commitment of those dedicated to our mission.

GIVERS NEAR AND FAR
A love for St. Francis Catholic High School lives in our benefactors’ hearts whether they are near or far. Donations in 2019-2020 came from 30 different states. Thank you to all for continuing to hold our Troubadours in your heart.
St. Francis Catholic High School maintains a high level of fiscal responsibility and stewardship of its funds, which are monitored by the school administration, managed by the Finance and Business Office and governed through policies approved by the Board of Trustees.

The annual budgeting process is led by the Director of Finance, along with the Directors and Heads of each Department, with the support of the President and the Business Office. This process results in an annual budget that is approved by the Board of Trustees. The school is audited annually by an independent accounting firm.

With education costs continuing to increase each year, the St. Francis Annual Fund was established to offset the actual cost of a St. Francis education. Every tax-deductible gift to the St. Francis Fund helps cover the gap between what a family pays for tuition and the school’s annual operating costs, making a difference in the lives of nearly 1,100 young women, each and every day.

Recognizing our desire to meet our current operating needs while building a secure and sustainable future, St. Francis is making strides in growing its endowment. Endowed giving allows donors the opportunity to support the students and programs of St. Francis Catholic High School in perpetuity. Earnings from our endowment primarily support the tuition assistance program, which welcomes hundreds of Troubadours and their families to experience the tradition of a St. Francis High School education.
Our campus hosts more than 40 student-operated clubs

Faculty & staff contributed $39,000+ to student scholarships.

More than 47% of students participated on one of our 27 teams across 12 different sports. 20 members of the Class of 2020 committed to play collegiate sports.

SFHS student-athletes had a cumulative GPA of 3.69

816 students participated in a one- to four-day retreat

99% of the Class of 2020 is attending college; 86% are enrolled at four-year universities

SFHS had the largest non-profit team for the 2nd year in a row with 161 at the 26th Annual Run to Feed the Hungry

SFHS student-athletes had a cumulative GPA of 3.69

More than 42% of students participated in Thankful Thursday raising nearly $4,700

Parents performed more than 20,700 service hours to the school, including 9 Booster Que BBQ's

86% are enrolled at four-year universities
Students raised **$16,700+** to support other nonprofits including our Ghana Sister School, St. John’s Program for Real Change, Sacramento Sheriff K9 Association, International Fund for Animal Welfare, GIVIT, and Catholic Relief Services.

**28,017 community service hours** completed by students at 449 different organizations.

**$1.85 million** in tuition assistance provided to 28% of students.

**$27+ million** in scholarships received by the Class of 2020.

SF has won **100 section titles**, more than any other girls’ program in Sac-Joaquin history and won back-to-back Sac-Joaquin Section Commissioner’s Cup the last two years. SF is the reigning two-time defending Delta League All-Sport winner.

**30+ concerts, performances, & art exhibits**

**690 AP Exams** completed with an 88% pass rate

**Average Class Size 23**

BECAUSE OF YOU

THANK YOU TO OUR PHILANTHROPIC PARTNERS. TOGETHER WE CREATE THE PLACE AND PROGRAMS WHERE YOUNG WOMEN CAN THRIVE.
LIFETIME GIVING

The following benefactors of St. Francis Catholic High School have continuously given to the school and through their individual cumulative donations* have supported St. Francis at a substantial level. We are truly grateful for the generosity of these exceptional supporters. This report reflects donations through June 30, 2020.

$1,000,000+
Sandra Geary Cook '54++ & John Cook, Jr.
Most Reverend Bishop Jaime Soto, Diocese of Sacramento
Harry C. & Deborah L. Elliott Family Foundation
(Roxanne Elliott ’94, Chelsea Elliott ’04), Elliott Family Foundation

$500,000-$999,999
Dr. Paul J. Fry Il
Maria Reid Vail ’82 & Brian Vail

$250,000-$499,999
Beth & James Carlsten
Tracy Best Demetre ’82 & Mark Demetre
A.G. Kassis Memorial Scholarship Fund

$100,000-$249,999
Marion & Paul Bishop
Dawn & James Gately, Gately Foundation
L and D Landfill, The Lien Family
Sandy & Mick Malaney, Big Hairy Dog Information Systems, Inc.
Fr. Leo McAllister Scholarship Fund
Kathy & Pat McClain, Hanson McClain

$50,000-$99,999
Admail West, Inc.
Anonymous
Tracy & James Beckwith, Five Star Bank
Leah & Thomas Borge
Margo Reid Brown ’81 & Rick Brown
Joy & Jeff Cornette
Janet & Dale Debber
Kathleen & Jim Deeringer
Rev. William Dinelli, William O. Dinelli Family Pam DiTomasso ’72 & Steve Lovotti
Pam & Steven Eggert

$25,000-49,999
Sandy Alexander & Kent Hallmeyer, Frontier Dental Labs
Julie Al-Huneidi & Bryon Bayer, Bayer Protective Services
Sonbol & Mansour Aliabadi
Julie & Philip Angelides
Ada & Jeff Bauman
Belinda Beckett & Norman Hile
Patrick A. Bianchi Irrevocable Trust
Jenny & Jed Bittner
Tina & Christopher Bobo, Bobo Construction, Inc.
Jennie & James Boggan
Renee & Paul Bollinger
Lisa & Jonathan Breslau
Rhea++ & Dan Brunner
Jan & Jim Coffrini
Rev. Edward Collins
Jana & Jim Cuneo
Christi & John DeBenedetti
Cynthia & Gregory Dyer
Patty Estopinal
Jennifer & James Fitzgerald, MarketOne Builders, Inc.
Amy Fournier
Leonor & Basil Fox
Andrea & Jay Heckenlively
Kelli & Neil Huettenhain
Flo & Chris Kahn
Theresa & Thomas Kandris
Sue & Chris Kane
MaryAnne & Jay Kapila,
TRC Trading Corporation
Marion & John++ Kassis
Sharon Kassis ’67
Lisa & Michael Koewler
Ann & Dan Kramer
Julie & Alan Laskin,
Law Offices of Alan M. Laskin
Angela & Richard Lavezzo, Arraycon LLC
Laura & William Leszinske
Nina & J. Timothy Lewis
Shirley Liu & John Ingoglia++,
Socotra Capital
Lynn Lok-Payne & McKenna Payne ’14
Gigi & Timothy Mar
Julie & Craig McNamara
Wendy & George Miller
Lisa & David Nickum, Nickum Holdings, Inc.
Ingrid & Russ Niles
Diane Plumlee & Mike van den Akker
Kathleen & Kevin Ramos
Carolyn & John Reid
Theresa & Robert Rodgers
Rosemary & John Ross
Kristen & Edward Rudis
Christine & Todd Sanfilippo
Suzanne & James Schraith
Maryann & Frank Schubert
Lynda & Christopher Taylor
Chris Tescher,
Tescher-Levett Investments, Inc.
Soﬁa & Angelo Tsapoulos
Debbie & Bill Warne
Williams + Paddon Architects + Planners, Inc.
Phyllis++ & Tom Wootton

$15,000-$24,999
Aerjet Rocketdyne Delivers
Teresa & Greg Aguilera, BlueLine Rental
Crystal & Jeff Anderson
Lorna & Edmund Ang
Sharon & Marc Aprea
Michelle James & David Artale
Janine & Ami Bera
Wendy & Thomas Birmingham
Susan & Robert Burky
Marsha & Larry Carson
Ann & Mike Casentini
Julia & Neil Clark
Donald Clutter Family
Mary Cogan-Pérez & Roberto Pérez
Carol Oettle Colby ’55 & Thomas Colby
Ava Marie & Christopher Conlin
Cynthia & James Cost
Jenna & Scott Davis, Southgate Glass
Alexa DeBenedetti
Penny Dodson
Nonda & Bill Donovan
Lynn & Kirk Dowdell
Mary Geary Ellingson ’67 & Dennis Ellingson
Danane & Greg Evrigenis
Shareen & J.C. Fat
Julie Filizetti
John Finegan, Finegan Family Foundation
Elizabeth & John Forsaker
Angela Kufasimas Gianullias ’86
John Hartmann
Jennifer & Bill Hayes
Darkene & Stephen Hemington
Lynn Hutchison & Michael Simpson
Vicki & Philip Johnson
Kristi & Jeff Jones
Gregory Kelly
MaryAnne Kelly
Julia Kelly
Mohamed Khan
Suzanne Kilmer, Laser and Skin Surgery
Center of Northern California
Betsy Kimball
Lori & Steven Kimball
Jennifer & Edward Lee
Cheryl Lieu & Kelvin Mark
Trish & Marcus Lo Duca
Doreen & Stanley Lukowicz
Mary & Bill McDonald
Catherine & Jim McFadden
Heidi & Kevin McKim
Liza & Chris Micheli
Karen & Richard Moorhouse
Stacy & Steven Morgan
Jo & Stephen Morrison
Jennifer & Jim Murrin
Mary & Darrell Norris
Jennifer & Michael O’Brien
Erin O’Neill ’74
Laura & Brendan O’Neill
Kerrie & Kevin O’Neill
Susan & Ulrich Peitz
Rev. Edward Pepka
PG & E Matching Gifts Program

++Deceased
We greatly appreciate gifts of all amounts, and every effort has been made to present a correct listing of donors. If there is an error in the listing of your name, or if you made a gift during this period and are not listed, please accept our sincere apologies.

*Donations to the school have been recorded in our data base dating back to 1983. Gifts received prior to that date may not be reflected in our Cumulative Giving list. We apologize for any errors or omissions.

Please contact MaryAnne Kelly, Director of Advancement, at 916-737-5033 so that we can make any necessary corrections.
The following individuals, foundations, and businesses made gifts to St. Francis Catholic High School between July 1, 2019 and June 30, 2020 and are listed according to giving society. This list includes donations made through the St. Francis Fund inclusive of scholarship funds, Thankful Thursday, United Way, other workplace charitable gift programs, fundraising events, and investments for capital improvements.
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$10,000 and above
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MEET A PARENT/GRANDPARENT FOR LUNCH DAY 2019

PAUL MUMM, MERRY MAIDS
STEPHANIE & MASON MYERS
BRIAN NANO
CAROL & MICHAEL NAVARRO
CLARE NEAL ’19
ROSSEL ROLAND NERNY ’75 & MICHAEL NERNY
COLLEEN & FRANCIS NICHOLAS
MIRJANA NIKICEV
DENNIS NORD
NORTHROP GRUMMAN FOUNDATION
JANETE & GREGORY NYLAND
FLORIDA & JAMES O’BRIEN
ANDREA GOODWIN & TERRY O’CALLAGHAN
ERIN O’NEIL ’74
PATRICK O’NEIL
ANNE & THOMAS PADILLA
TINA PADILLA
ANNELLITE & CHRISTOPHER PAGE
PAIDIEA INSTITUTE FOR HUMANISTIC STUDY
MARI PARISI ’00 & GENE MITCHELL
RHONDA & JOHN PATELLA
CHRISTINE PAXINOS
ROMELIA & GEOFFREY PEASE
ADRIENNE MANUEL PENDLETON ’03
COLLEEN & TODD PETERSON
SUSAN & VIC PITTON
KELLY & JOE POOGI
RICK PURSER
MICHIEL ISSOSAI PYHTILA ’69
JILL GIESE RALPH ’83 & KEVIN RALPH
KIM & AJ RAMEZ
LISA & CHARLEY REA
JAMIE REAMES ’98 & JUSTIN SCRIPPS
TAMIS REED
ERIN & ANDY REED
LEE & JERRY REEDY
ELLA REGINATO ’21
GRACE REGINATO ’17
LILI & TIMOTHY REHWALD
CLAIRE & ANTHONY RETODO
ANDREXIA RETODO ’17
JULIA ROTHEN ’85
STEPHEN RISSE
SUNNY & CARLOS RIVERA
MARY CLAIRE ROBINSON ’86 & PETER BROSTROM
CHRISTINA CONTRI RODRIGUEZ ’95 & GERMAN RODRIGUEZ
SHERRY & FRANCOIS ROITERS
PATRICIA & PHILIP ROITERS
BRIGID ROSE ’92 & MATTHEW LAKIN
AMY & GUILLERMO ROSES
JULIE MCCORMIC ROSOFF ’84
JANET TAORMINA RUGGIERO ’67 & STEPHEN RUGGIERO
BETTY & PATRICK RYAN
JANICE SMITH SAFAYN ’03
JANICE SAGISI KAMIN
FERNANDO & NORA SALAZAR
ELVIA SANCHEZ
CINDY & EFREN SANDOVAL
JEANNE SAPURON ’72 & RALPH DAVIS
MARTHA SEQUEIRA SARDELICH ’62
ANGELA RAMOS SANDERS ’94 & RYAN SANDERS
CHRISTINE SCHOWNFELD ’09
JENNIFER & TOM SCOFIELD
J. ANTHONY SELBERT
TINA BONILLA SEMON ’86 & BRIAN RAY
KIM SHORE
PATRICIA CARMODY SHEA ’49 & JACQUELINE SHEEHAN
MARY & DENNIS SHEEHAN
KATHI SHELEY
BRIGIT O’BRIEN SHOTTS ’89 & BARRY SHOTTS
JACKIE & NATE SIMMON
DEBBIE & BRIAN SIMMON
GURINDA KAU & VIRINDER SINGH
CANDACE & MATTHEW STAGLE
KATHARINE & BRAD SMITH
SARAH & WAYNE SOLOGA
HANNAH KEELY SPAITE ’09 & DANIEL SPAITE
KRISTI & DAN SPECTOR
COLLEEN COGHAN SPITZ ’01
RAE & JAMES SWOAPART
SELENA MURPHY SRABIAN ’95 & BRYAN SRABIAN
DIANE & DALE STANFELD
MARY STEMBER
CINDY STINSON ’87 & MARIANNE STINSON
ALETHEA & JIM STEVES
DIANE KOEGERER STOLTZ ’91 & AARON STOLTZ
LAURA STREET ’80
BONNIE & FRED STROOK
GINNY SUAREZ ’64
JULIA & DANNY TANNER
CHRISTINA CREEDON TREADLE ’94 & MATTE TREADLE
CHERYL & STEPHEN THOLCKE
MARY & PAUL THOMAS
RORY TUKUNAGA ’10
GIRLFRIEND & CINCEL TOLINTINO
JOAN MCPHERSON TOPP ’53 & BILL TOPP
CYNTHIA TORRES & ROBERT FREITAS
MAURA TWOMEY ’77 & RICH PEDRONCELLI
USAA
MONI VAN CAMP-KONDOS & GREG KONDOS
NARENDRA VARMA
CECILIA VELEZ
DARRYL VIDOR
MELISSA VILLALVA & MATTHEW HLATKY
KELLY & SHAY VILLERE
MARISA VITORIA & DEAN GRAFIO
OLIVE KEATING VINCENTY ’70 & JOE VINCENTY
SUZY & JOSH VIJTULO
KAREN VON BOETTCHER ’93
STEPHANIE & MATTHEW WALBEEK
JUDY WALKER ’70 & PATRICK KEMP
WALLRICH CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS
LAURA QUINTEL WALTER ’88
ANN & JERALD WATKINS
CHERYL WATSON & DENNIS MUSTARD
MELODIE & MATTHEW WEIL
LAUREN WELLS ’14
FRANK WERRY
ANDREA WESTBERG
SUSAN & ED WHALEN
PAT WHITE
MARY FLYNN WILLET ’78 & BOB WILLET
NANCY & DENNIS WILLIAMS
CHARLENE & CHUCK WINDMILLER
LYNDA & ERIK WINJE
HELLEN WONG
WOODLAND AVIATION
MARISA YAMADA ’18
ROBERT YOUNG
LAURIE & DOUGLAS YOUNG
KORE & TED ZIMMERMAN
KATHRYN MOSLOSKIE ZWEIGENBAUM ’88 & TOBY ZWEIGENBAUM
KATIE YOUNGLOVE ZLYSTRA ’98 & NICK ZLYSTRA

FRIENDS CIRCLE
KRISTINE DEPNER ALLEN ’89 & DENNIS ALLEN
PATRICIA & JOHN ALMAZAN
ARIANA ALMAZAN ’14
VICTORIA ALONSO ’09
ANGIE & JOSE ALTAMIRANO
CHRISTINA ALTAMIRANO ’19
LILLIAN ALVAREZ
ELISA AMADOR ’20
MARGARET DORIAN ANDERSON ’79
NORA WEHRENBORN ANDERSON ’83 & DANE ANDERSON
KIERA MICKIEWICZ ANDERSON ’99 & BRADFORD ANDERSON
JOANNA ANGLIN ’59
BETH & JACOB APPELSMITH
MLYN & JAIMIE ARANCIBIA
BLANCA ARIZA ’20
ANNAMARIA AROSTEGUI ’14
ANNE ARUPO ’02
MARY ANNE BYERS ASCHIERIS ’83
KARISA AUGUSTINE ’15
MARY BAEZ ’17
GRACE BARGER ’20
LAILA HOLLAND BARKER ’79 & PAUL BARKER
VICKI BARRETO
LUCIA BOWO
IMADAMARIA MATTOS BARSOSSI ’68 & ERNIE BARSOSSI KASANDRA EDRENE BASCO ’20
ANN & JOHN BASHORE
ADRIAN BASQUEV
CLAIRE BASSEL ’20
SAMANTHA BAYDALINE ’13
GABRIELLA BEDFORD ’20
CHLOE BEEBEE ’20
BOBBIE BENABIDES ’99
MARGE & ROBERT BENTON
EVE & DON BENTON
ADITHI BUENUS ’20
LEONIE BERNAGA-ENSIGN
MAEVE HIGGINS BERTA ’60 & MICHAEL BERTA
ROSEMARIE CONTI BERTINI ’72 & RINO BERTINI
KRISTEN & BEN BILEC
CAROLE VEDDER BLAKE ’66 & RON BLAKE
REV. JOHN BOLL
JANET MCCAFFER BOLLINGER ’66
SANDRA MCDANIEL-BONNER & RICKEY BONNER
MELANIE BOWNA
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ST. FRANCIS CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL PRESENTS

THE selFe event

JOIN US VIRTUALLY ON
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25TH 2020
EVENT BEGINS AT 4:30PM

COMPLIMENTARY VIEWING & PARTICIPATION
(REGISTRATION REQUIRED)

Continuing to build on the success of our SELFe Events which have brought more than 1,600 women from the greater Sacramento region together, our third annual SELFe Event on Oct. 25th will virtually welcome Hollywood’s favorite “Good Girl,” Kerri Pomarolli.

A comedian, actress and author, Kerri, has headlined sold-out venues nationwide for more than 10 years. During these challenging times, women of all ages will be able to take a break, laugh a little, and be inspired to be their best SELF and live their best life.

EMBRACE SPONSORS
Dignity Health
The Niello Company

EVOLVE SPONSORS
Anonymous
East Sac Hardware
Jesuit High School
Political Solutions
PorterCo.

ART SPONSOR
Tim Collom

KEYNOTE & COMEDIAN
KERRI POMAROLLI
ALUMNAE GIVING

A gift from an alumna models the culture of giving we are creating at St. Francis. It recognizes the life preparation she received and her desire to ensure our current and future Troubadours have the same opportunities. We are grateful to the alumna listed below and invite all graduates to consider an investment and legacy.

Class of 1948
Marion Kaeser Slakey

Class of 1949
Patricia Carmody Shea

Class of 1951
Marge Wilkins Mugartegui

Class of 1953
Catherine Schuler Bertolani
Rosemary Reynolds Kirrene
Joan McPherson Topp

Class of 1954
Judy Laubinger Hoffmeyer
Darlene Singley Mosloskie

Class of 1955
Clare Ann Squires Hayes
Mary Van Dillon Keowen
Janice Crowe Lukey
Marlene Monnich Rose
Elaine Sturges

Class of 1956
Betty Bowman Quackenbush

Class of 1957
Barbara Peletta Davidson
Marolyn Meredith Harris

Class of 1959
JoAnn Anglin

Class of 1960
Maevé Higgins Berta
Kathleen Geary O’Connor

Class of 1958
Katherine Nelson
Martha Sequeira Sardelich

Class of 1963
Rosemarie Mattos Hunt
Teresita Martin Romo

Class of 1964
Joan James Kuzmich
Virginia Suarez

Class of 1965
Rebecca Garcia
Martha Gonzalez
Colleen Keating Matthews
Pamela Myczek
Cynthia Walker Puppione
Linda Loughran Rutherford

Class of 1966
Carole Vedder Blake
Janet McFadden Bollinger
Donna Carrigg Snuffer
Suzanne Sortomme Cavner
Lynn Viducich Cupit
Cecilia DeCuir
Pamela Halm Grady
Joan Fritzsch Baker
Henrietta Santos-Coy
Vicki Porter Szakal
Anna Mazzuccoli Skewes
Patricia O’Connell Suter

Class of 1967
Leda Rosellini DeAngelis
Mary Geary Ellingson
Sharon Kassis
Janet Taormina Ruggiero

Class of 1968
Mercedes Martin Azar
Idamary Mattos Barsotti
Margaret Meade Jackson
Susan Shaddick
Peggy Moore Williamson

Class of 1969
Kathryn Beltrami
Marie Waldron Booth
Susan Mosher Gore
DeAnn Bennett Kamilos
Michelle Isosaki Pyhtila

Class of 1970
Barbara Black Burman
Carmen Cioli Funston
Angela Gann
Christine Perri
Nancy Ozanich Rigg
Oliver Keating Vincent
Judy Walker

Class of 1971
Frances Jakisch Dowell
Jill Matranga

Class of 1972
Rosemarie Conti Bertini
Mary Jo Bertolotti
Martha Diepenbrock
Paige Tomassi
Lisa Flanders
Georgiann Culverwell Raimondi
Jeanne Sapunor

Class of 1973
Denise Arend
Julie Gallaher
Linda Garcia-Inchausti
Lynn Bosnich McGovern
Kathryn Moore Ridley

Class of 1974
Norma Meraz Alessandri
Debra Cattuzo
Kathleen Leonard Glasser
Eri O’Neil
Helen Manfredi Pierson
Catherine Ranieri-Zero
Nancy Schoellkopf

Class of 1975
Susan Gallardo
Nancy Nulk Horowitz
Jan Courteyn Millner
Roselle Roland Nerney
Deborah Gardner Soto

Class of 1976
Kathy Kirrene Gonzales
Kimberly Lotz Neri
Linda Vallejos
Mary Nulk Vavuris
Denise Knight Walter

Class of 1977
Nancy Lynch Doyle
Carol Berberich Fairbairn
Maura Twomey

Class of 1978
Elise Bauer
Mary Baumgartner
Katherine Procia-Christopher
Laura Santos Reidenbach
Colleen O’Neil Reilly
Susan Franzen Rezowski
Mary Flynn Willen
Laura Wilson

Class of 1979
Margaret Dorian Anderson
Lila Holland Barker
Maria Bodrozic McGee

Class of 1980
Beth Theobald Anderson
Joan Clemmons Chassman
Jennifer Hughes Dowley
Katy Calkin Ferguson
Mary Merz McShan
Sheila Mullins
Carol Nulk Philpott
Anne Geremia Sadler
Laura Street

Class of 1981
Elizabeth Dyer
Molly O’Connor Emslie
Karin Nilsson
Karen Lysaght Perkins
Michelle Polli
Juliette Sanchez
Gale Sheean-Remotto

Class of 1982
Kathy Koon Barboza
Janae Root Davis
Teresa Herrera
Andrea Howard
Brigid Mullins Pitman
Stephanie Price
Janet Koewler Reilly
Carol Pascual Venc

++Deceased

Class of 1962
Katherine Nelson
Martha Sequeira Sardelich

Class of 1963
Rosemarie Mattos Hunt
Teresita Martin Romo

Class of 1964
Joan James Kuzmich
Virginia Suarez

Class of 1965
Rebecca Garcia
Martha Gonzalez
Colleen Keating Matthews
Pamela Myczek
Cynthia Walker Puppione
Linda Loughran Rutherford

Class of 1966
Carole Vedder Blake
Janet McFadden Bollinger
Donna Carrigg Snuffer
Suzanne Sortomme Cavner
Lynn Viducich Cupit
Cecilia DeCuir
Pamela Halm Grady
Joan Fritzsch Baker
Henrietta Santos-Coy
Vicki Porter Szakal
Anna Mazzuccoli Skewes
Patricia O’Connell Suter

Class of 1967
Leda Rosellini DeAngelis
Mary Geary Ellingson
Sharon Kassis
Janet Taormina Ruggiero

Class of 1968
Mercedes Martin Azar
Idamary Mattos Barsotti
Margaret Meade Jackson
Susan Shaddick
Peggy Moore Williamson

Class of 1969
Kathryn Beltrami
Marie Waldron Booth
Susan Mosher Gore
DeAnn Bennett Kamilos
Michelle Isosaki Pyhtila

Class of 1970
Barbara Black Burman
Carmen Cioli Funston
Angela Gann
Christine Perri
Nancy Ozanich Rigg
Oliver Keating Vincent
Judy Walker

Class of 1971
Frances Jakisch Dowell
Jill Matranga

Class of 1972
Rosemarie Conti Bertini
Mary Jo Bertolotti
Martha Diepenbrock
Paige Tomassi
Lisa Flanders
Georgiann Culverwell Raimondi
Jeanne Sapunor

Class of 1973
Denise Arend
Julie Gallaher
Linda Garcia-Inchausti
Lynn Bosnich McGovern
Kathryn Moore Ridley

Class of 1974
Norma Meraz Alessandri
Debra Cattuzo
Kathleen Leonard Glasser
Eri O’Neil
Helen Manfredi Pierson
Catherine Ranieri-Zero
Nancy Schoellkopf

Class of 1975
Susan Gallardo
Nancy Nulk Horowitz
Jan Courteyn Millner
Roselle Roland Nerney
Deborah Gardner Soto

Class of 1976
Kathy Kirrene Gonzales
Kimberly Lotz Neri
Linda Vallejos
Mary Nulk Vavuris
Denise Knight Walter

Class of 1977
Nancy Lynch Doyle
Carol Berberich Fairbairn
Maura Twomey

Class of 1978
Elise Bauer
Mary Baumgartner
Katherine Procia-Christopher
Laura Santos Reidenbach
Colleen O’Neil Reilly
Susan Franzen Rezowski
Mary Flynn Willen
Laura Wilson

Class of 1979
Margaret Dorian Anderson
Lila Holland Barker
Maria Bodrozic McGee

Class of 1980
Beth Theobald Anderson
Joan Clemmons Chassman
Jennifer Hughes Dowley
Katy Calkin Ferguson
Mary Merz McShan
Sheila Mullins
Carol Nulk Philpott
Anne Geremia Sadler
Laura Street

Class of 1981
Elizabeth Dyer
Molly O’Connor Emslie
Karin Nilsson
Karen Lysaght Perkins
Michelle Polli
Juliette Sanchez
Gale Sheean-Remotto

Class of 1982
Kathy Koon Barboza
Janae Root Davis
Teresa Herrera
Andrea Howard
Brigid Mullins Pitman
Stephanie Price
Janet Koewler Reilly
Carol Pascual Venc

CLASS OF 1974: 45 YEAR REUNION
Class of 1983
Krisy Fielein Alvarez
Nora Wehrenberg Anderson
MaryAnn Byers Aschieris
Rosanne Brousard Cherry
Kathryn Artero Clark
Sara De La Cruz Rodriguez
Susan Lint Gardner
Margo Maldonado
Tami Giles Miller
Jill Giese Ralph
Christine Farley Skeoch
Kristin Stassi Venegas

Class of 1984
Erin Johansen Cook
Shannon Deary-Bell
April Fallon
Patricia Sullivan Guezmir
Meg Willett Haesloop
Judith Bagley Kane
Elizabeth Malv Lindgren
Erina Lucchesini Soria
Julie Mcgee Rosoff

Class of 1985
Mary Coster Anderson
Tonya Cardoso Cameron
Deirdre Mullins French
Gwyn Gordon
Susan Wooldrik Naughton
Megan Whetstone Panson
Lisa Jacobs Qvistgaard
Julia Rhoten
Elizabeth Fischer Uliana

Class of 1986
Tanya Jaime Bell
Darrine Emanavin Distefano
Moira Fallon
Lisa Clausen Fitzgerald
Laurie Alameda Menchaca
MaryClaire Robinson
Tina Bonilla Semon
Lynda Ubungen SooHoo

Class of 1987
Danielle Bigelow Abildgaard
Lillian Alvarez
Keri Arnoldy-Thall
Christina Caruso Carrero
Eleanor Gabrielli Ielati
Christine Lambert-Winter
Cindy Stinson

Class of 1988
Susan Campbell Austin
Jodie Hardmeyer Brokowski
Dyan Pipe Cwynar
Michele Stember Hannegan
Ingrid Wertz Humke
Joy Lynch
Mara Verrios Maguire
Carrie Benvenuti Sedar
Lynda VanDyke Tilson
Laura Quintel Walter
Kathryn Mosloskie Zweigenbaum

Class of 1989
Kristine Depner Allen
Kimberly Bucchioni-De La Cruz
Amy Dotter-French
Ann Moritz Gregory
Christina Troja Guerrera
Morgan Forrest Jolly
Jennifer Philipp Maniccia
Alison Morr
Jennifer O’Brien Cooley
Joyann Redmon
Malamo Douveas Ramos
Brigit O’Brien Shotts
Melanie Tidgewell Weil

Class of 1990
Amy Watson Krause
Rosemary Lucchesini-Jack
Kara LaBella Parker
Leah Diaz Quackenbush

Class of 1991
Julianne DiGiorno-Wadding
Amalia Griego
Diane Koeberlein Stoltz
Dawn Winston

Class of 1992
Molly Blonien Bisbiglia
Stacey Ferrera Fairley
Amy Caulfield Gaskins
Whitney Pendergast Hunt
Christina Raver Maldonado
Brigid Rose
Erin MacEnaney Weeden

Class of 1993
Erin Uyeda Kelly
Karen Von Boetticher

Class of 1994
Janelle Jennings Brown
Christine Warmerdam Consolini
Roxanne Elliott
Kathleen Lungren Jobe
Christina Ravera Maldonado
Angela Ramos Saunders
Christina Creedon Teeple

Class of 1995
Andrea Diaz-Vaughn
Erin McGuire
Jennifer McAdaragh Pulliam
Christina Conti Rodriguez
Kelly Brady Smith
Selena Murphy Srbian
Reanna Ursin

Class of 1996
Jennifer Campbell
Kathleen Arroyo Carroll
Kelly Fits Heskett
Leigh Hiers
Alicia Wong Iniguez
Anna Porter Kirchner
Emily Zacharias Kropp
Valerie Javier Mrotek

Class of 1997
Tanya Davis
Marilee Orbeaugh Manning
Sarah Ellington McMurray
Erin Norwood
Jennifer Palamidessi

Class of 1998
Ashley Dyer Andrews
Megan Jones Awalt
Shannon Petzold Elkren
Jamie Kirk Lotta
Jamie Reamer
Stephanie Villanueva
Ivy Depner Williams
Kathryn Younglove Zylstra

Class of 1999
Kiera Mckiewicz Anderson
Bobbie Benabides
Jennifer Bauman Jansen
Heather Robison Moloney
Elizabeth Hine Selgrath
Shauna Collins Smith
Amy Escamilla Stenberg

Class of 2000
Clare Blocker
Cindy Pierson McBride
Mari Parisi
Kimberly Wong Sutantyo
Alison Reta Toshima
Sandra Pierson Whaley

Class of 2001
Barbara Ruggiero Ching
Carah Santos Lunn
Colleen Coghlan Spitz
Carla Zilaff

Class of 2002
Annie Arupo
Kristen Hebert Shepard

Class of 2003
Katie Solie Brunetti
Kathryn Cippa Chandler
Tracy Broadley El-Khoury
Barbara Frazier Gluvers
Adrienne Manuel Pendleton
Jennifer Smith Safyan
Alicia Stefani
Ashley Moore Thomsen
Robyn Gram Williams
Class of 2004
Marianne Beyer
Andrea Stone

Class of 2005
Jennine Calpo-Cabanne
GeneneChacon Charles
Le-Mai Dam Lyons
Christina Canaday Evey
Hayley Higgins Figeroid
Rachel Windmiller Hoekstra
Kristie Figone Ishoo
Caitlin Connolly Juanitas
Lindsay Puckett Trottier

Class of 2006
Eleni Crush
Claire Halbrook
Emily Pierucci
Amanda Grossman Ross

Class of 2007
Kailey Cost
Sarah Couch
Divawinje Latzke
Carissa Wilberg Reis
Jillian Terwedo

Class of 2008
Kristen Barboza
Rachel Campbell
Elena Coupal
Courtney McKenna Fearing
Lori Lien
Kayleen Lofgren
Libby Luoma
Sarah Palilia
Ciara Pedroncelli

Class of 2009
Victoria Alonso
Sarah Butler
Christian Fahey
Elicia Fernandez
Macy Fuhs
GraceHurner Harbin
Meghan Heiser
NicoleWagner Hollister
Dylana Jones
Katie Konigsfeld
Chloe Leavitt
Sarah Lewicki
Mollie Clark Newquist
AllisonPansius
Victoria Rudd
Christine Schoenfeld
HannahKelly Spalte
Natalie Speno
Stasia Uhrhammer
Lindsey Ward

Class of 2010
Alexandra Chan
Megan Coghlan
Naomi Endsley
Markie Jorgensen
Kelly McKenna
Rory Tokunaga

Class of 2011
Cammy Deed Fields
Rachel Klas
Jayla Lee
Meghan Pedroncelli

Class of 2012
Hannah Gonzales
Sarah Hamilton
Michelle Hartwick
Jordan Holmes
Sarah Huggins
Emilie Uhrhammer

Class of 2013
Samantha Baydaline
Catherine Davis
Jasmine Fiorentino
Alicia Flynt
AllisonKlas

Class of 2014
Ariana Almazan
AnnaMaria Arostegui
Elise DeCristofofo
Hannah Frech
Racquel Katriona Gonzales
Elizabeth Graves
Erin Johnson
Ramneek Kahlon
Reanna Klanske
Catherine Lewis
Lyndsie Mark
Shashi Mireles
Sarah Mumper
Meaghan Phelan
Jane Sadler
Erin Stone
Victoria Varadanega
Lauren Wells
Camille Wilson

Class of 2015
Bailey Aguilar
Karisa Augustine
Samantha Collins
Katherine Glime
Diane Menardo
Caila Pedroncelli
Sophia Ramirez
Isabella Smith

Class of 2016
Arcadia German
Maggie Oys
Sara-Kate Pirnik
Meghan Puich
Nina Sanfilippo
Kelly Sheffield

Class of 2017
Mary Baez
Julia Cannon
Annie Collopy
Paloma Freitas
Allison Rustic
Rochelle Mudd
Katie Mummm
Grace Reginato
Alexandra Retodo

Class of 2018
Abigail Erckenbrack
Grace Klas
Maggie Malaney
Claire Mellberg
Amanda Roina
Emily Williams
Marisa Yamada

Class of 2019
Anna Altamirano
Natalie Chan
Reagan Garcia
Taylor Garrett
Megan McManus
ClareNeal
Catherine Rogers
Fiona Ross

Class of 2020
Isabella Acosta
Elisa Amador
Blanca Ariza
Grace Barger
Kassandra Edrene Basco
Claire Bassel
Gabriella Bedford
Chloe Beeboul
Adithi Benush
Jacylnn Burgess
Allison Campanile
Judith Cates
Lara Chappuie
Marisa Christopoulos
Bailey Clark
Monet Cook
Kristina Cordano
Samantha Davis
Amrita Dhillon
Isabella Dondershine
Katherine Dowdell
Fiona Galvin
Juliana Gianulas
Katherine Gourley
Lillian Hayes
Julia Hayes
Emma Hollenbach
Mackenzie Holmes
Emily Horvath
Kendall Houck
Emma Hunkapiller
Alissa Jacobsen
Monah Javidan
Grace Jones
Lauren Kim
Audrey Lindroos
Julia Long
Madison Miles
Kayla Noelle Mison
Tyra Moeller
Vivienne Owen
Grace Paynter
Sally Peragallo
Gabriella Perkins
Emma Peters
Emily Pu
Maria Quintana
Sabrina Rahim
Elizabeth Ramm
Mickey Ratukalou
Abigail Reilly
Annika Remme
Audrey Therese Reyes
Madison Anne Reyes
Juliet Sasaura
Elyse Schoening
Allison Semon
Marie Simonian
Alexandria Smith
Samantha Sonntag
Molly Southard
Gabriella Stuart
Kayden Tsuchi
Giselle Tzintzun
Kathryn Ullman
Avi Zaveri

*Deceased*
CURRENT PARENTS

We remain grateful to our current parents who actively support our mission. In addition to fulfilling their tuition obligation, the majority go above and beyond to provide the financial resources to help other students and enhance the overall St. Francis experience. We appreciate their generosity and thank them for their greatest gift to St. Francis...their daughters.

Danielle Bigelow Abildgaard ’87 & Dave Abildgaard
Michelle & Juan Acosta
Lorna & Darin Adams
Jaclyn & Stephen Adams
Julie Aguilar Rogado & Geoff Rogado
Andrew Aguirre
Bridge Alexander & Blithe Raines
Nicelle & Charles Alford
Diana & Thomas Alkire
Angie Allison & David Goebels
Patricia & John Almanzan
Angie & Jose Altamirano
Lillian Alvarez
Kristina & Darrin Alvernez
Diana & Fernando Amador
Melanie & Brent Andrews
Anonymous
Shahnaz & Shakil Anwar
Nena & Charles Anyimi
Beth & Jacob Appelsmith
Stephanie & Roberto Aragon
Joan Holmes-Asamoah & Erick Asamoah
Sherilyn Atwood
Christine & Michael Ault
Susan Campbell Austin ’88 & Byron Austin
Megan Jones Awa’t ’98 & Robert Awa’t
Karen & Dominic Ayotte
Jennifer & Marc Bacsafra
Rebecca & Randall Badeaux
Nicole & Will Baer
Karen & Brett Bair
Laura & Paul Barger
Stephanie & Michael Barkett
Ann & John Bashore
Adrian Basquez
Terry & Julieta Batt
Ada & Jeff Bauman
Bea Kandra & Ron Becker
Sheri & Peter Belafsky
Tanya Jaime Bell ’86 & John Bell
Alisa & Robert Bell
Susana Belmonte & Arturo Ceballos
Ladawn & Rusty Benkosky
Jennifer & John Benton
Venugopal & Sangheetha Benush
Veronica & Andrew Berg
Lenie Bernaga-Ensing
Kristen & Ben Billeci
Molly Blonien Bispigila ’92 & Louis Bispigila
Erin & James Blomberg
Sandra McDaniel-Bonner & Rickey Bonner
Shauna & Benjamin Borchers
Marcelle Bowden & Larry Iniguez
Laura & Christopher Bower
Rebecca & Daniel Breen
Lisa & Jonathan Breslau
Linda & Gregory Brida
Augusta & Kelly Brothers
Janelle Jennings Brown ’94 & Patrick Brown
Judi & Jerome Brown
Alan Browne
Kimberly Bucchiioni-De La Cruz ’89 & Jose De La Cruz
My Bui
Denise & Brian Burke
Rebecca & Jeff Burke
Sarah & Stephen Burns
Fay & Adam Bursch
Christine & Todd Cabral
Colleen Calandra & Eric Freund
Tonya Cardoso Cameron ’85 & Dean Cameron
Theresa & Larry Cannon
Christina Caruso Carrero ’87 & John Carrero
Kathleen Arroyo Carroll ’96 & Robert Carroll
Diedre Casey
Amy & Matthew Carson
Ann & Mike Casentini
Mary & Ramon Castellano
Mayela & Jorge Castillo
Karen & Paul Catania
Debra Cattuzzo ’74
Emily Demars & Joshua Cedar
Desirae & Jayson Chalmers
Kathleen & Todd Chambers
Beltz & Lou Chappie
Anne & Mitchell Charles
Laura & John Chavez
Cindy & Michael Christman
Dorothy & Galen Church
Mary & Pasquale Cignarella
Kelly & Kenneth Clark
Teri Clark & Jeffery Galvin
Julie & Rich Cockerton
Irene & Sean Colgan
Suzanne & Tim Collins
Michele & Matt Comach
Christy Warmerdam Consolini ’94 & Renato Consolini
Rhonda & Mark Cordano
Christine & Armando Cornejo
Sarah Cornell & Xavier Gamez
Margarith Marrugo Padilla & Miguel Corvacho Hernandez
Amy Cress & Billy Stimson
Monica & Doug Crumley
Earlyn Cunanan & Robert Noll
Dyan Pipe Cwynar ’88 & Rick Cwynar
Chris Czar canoek
Caitlin & Mitchell Davis
Sharon & Keith Davis
Helen & Anthony Davis
Miki & Porfirio de Leon
Gretchen & Joseph Deak
Alexxa DeBenedetti
Christi & John DeBenedetti
Judy & Joseph DeFazio
Ann & Dennis DeFelice
Nancy & Alex Del Guerra
Fadia Desmond
Rachael & Ron Diacon
Valerie & Duane Dichiara
Teri lynn & Jim Diepenbrock
Julianne DiGiorno-Wadding ’91 & Paul Wadding
Maureen & John Dillon
Darrin Emanavin Distefano ’86 & Marc Distefano
Grace & Joe Dominguez
Nicole & Kendrick Dukes
Erin & Ryan Dunlay
Angela & Kirby Dusel
Trinia Dzuryn & Thomas Molls
Seryl & Bob Eberhardt
Maria & Sean Edgar
Cathy Edwards
Jennifer & Richard Edwards
Christina & Tarik Eldin
Mary Jane & Ferdinand Enriquez
Stephanie & Anthony Epolite
Nicole Erable & John Rodrigues
Camille Esch & Andy Paul
Margot & Christopher Evans
Helen & Randall Fairchild
Stacey Ferrera Fairley ’92 & Scott Fairley
Donna & Maurice Fargen
Catherine Favero-Grisaffi
Nasim Fazel & Javid Javidan
Kris & Corey Fenske
Miriam & Jason Fisk
Jennifer & James Fitzgeral
Lisa Clausen Fitzgerald ’86 & Patrick Fitzgeral
Kassandra & Jake Flesher
Catherine & John Forbes
Michelle Fortik
Wendy & Layne Frederiksen
Leah & Patrick Frink
Jeanette & Michael Frisch
Alyssa & Kenneth Fry
Erika Gaddi
Jennifer & Russel Gallaway
Kari & Jim Gallego
Anna & Joseph Galvan
Sandra Gambirazio & Ron Vrlakas
Loraine & Edward Gamsaragan
Heather & Mark Garcia
Blanca & Anthony Garilli
Michele & Brian Garvey
Stacy Garza
Shelby & Russell Gatlin
Hope & Matt Gawlick
Theresa & David Geer
Samantha & Jeffery Geisler
Nora Geraghty & Steve Boyle
Manprit & Bhupinder Gill
Aimee & James Gillum
Julie & Carlo Giordano
April & Brian Giradot
Emily & Eric Giza
Sarah & Tony Glenn
Michele & Alan Godlove
Kristen Goett
Yvette & Scott Gordon
Heather & Scott Gordon
Dick Gourley
Gina & Melvyn Goveas
Christine Graham
Linda & Garrett Gravelle
Ann Moritz Gregory ’89 & Marcus Gregory
Jennifer Gregson & Stephen Synhorst
Karen & Ken Grehm
Claudia & Bob Grenke
Shana & Kevin Groen
Hoalli & Vincent Gruenwald
Christina Troja Guerrera ’89 & Tony Guerrera
Erin & Guillermo Guerrero
Monica & David Guilien
Pamela & Mark Hales
Wendy Hall
Caroline & James Halloran
Amy Hamerton
Virginia Wei & Michael Han
Jennifer & Jeffrey Harrison
Wendy & Jeffrey Hauteman
Kerry & Mark Hawk
Greg Hayes
Meghan Hayes & Mike Kirchner
Susan & Mehrat Hazeghazam
Kelly & Kevin Heisinger
Kimberly & Jason Henderson
Jill & Ronald Kornak
Twwana Owens-Kopp & Jeffrey Kopp
Denise & Steven Konigsfeld
Cheryl & Steve Kiyama
Hiewon & Alex Kim
Katie & Randall Kilgore
Jennifer & Mikel Kifer
Lori & Georg Kickinger, David Gay
Adrienne & Michael Kerins
Kendra Hutchinson & Nicholas Kenyon
Chantel & Jeff Incaudo
Miriam & Robert Ingenito
Alicia Wong Iniguez ‘96 & Michael Iniguez
Anita Jain & Dennis O’Brien
Kate & Darrell Jenkins
Kathleen & Charles Jenkins
Jill & Jeffrey Joaquin
Kendra & Timothy Johnson
Jennifer & Todd Johnson
Lori &phase & Eddie Johnson
Kristi & Jeff Jones
Aurora & Claude Jones
Karen & Thomas Jones
Celeste & Todd Jones
Erika & Derek Jones
Dari & Jay Jurschak
Judith Agley Kane ‘94 & Kerry Kane
Stacy & Jens Karlshoef
Cheryl & Brian Kaufman
Toria Kaufman
Valerie Keisler
Nhung & Derrick Kelly
Kendra Hutchinson & Nicholas Kenyon
Adrienne & Michael Kerins
Lori &phase & Kickinger, David Gay
Jennifer & Mikel Kifer
Katie & Randall Kilgore
Hiewon & Alex Kim
Cheryl & Steve Kiyama
Alison & Corthlandt Koerwitz
Denise & Steven Konigsfeld
Twanna Owens-Kopp & Jeffery Kopp
Jill & Ronald Kornak
Amy Watson Krause ‘90 & Peter Krause
Melissa & Christopher Krocheski
Lucie & Olaf Kroettinger
Sharon & Marcos Kropf
Nadia & Kevin Kull
Debra & Timothy Kustic
Lisa & John Labia
Constance & Christian Ladd
Amy & George Lai
Janine & Andrew Lamar
Christine Lambert-Winter ‘87 & Curt Winter
Candy Yu & Eric Lau
Linda & Charles Laver
Patty & Alan Leatherby
Chyrissee Lee
Matthew Lemes
Nadia & Dirk Leslie
Theresa & Kevin Lindroos
Ellen Little & Steve Hussey
Shirley Liu & John Ingoglia
Kamie & Shawn Loehr
Maria Teresita & Henry Lorenzo
Andrea & Gregory Lucas
Tina Lucas & Thomas Ostrom
Deborah Lukowicz
Chris Madden
Lori Madden
Lisa & Jeff Magley
Patricia Mahuro
Kendra & Jonathan Malek
Teri & Chris Malone
Slobhann & Mark Mansour
Patricia & David Marcus
Nancy Marciano
Pamela & Thomas Marcinek
Purisima & Roberto Mariazeta
Katherine & Felipe Martin
Naomi & Frank Mascarinas
Aeisha Mastagni
Brooke Forsarneso Mathios ‘94 & Michael Mathios
Camela & Jim Matteoni
Stacy & Josh McDonald
Pam & Ronan McGhee
Cassy & Mark McGreevy
Whitney & Peter McIntosh
Alyssa & Bryan McKrell
Lisa & Patrick Mealey
Elizabeth & Roberto Melvin Medina
Laurie Alameida Menchaca ‘86 & Martin Menchaca
Katya & Matt Miller
Michele Mininger
Dana & Mark Milkoitin
Estella & Glenn Mochel
Grace & Brian Montes
Victoria & Grant Moore
Kate & Brian Morr
Shayne & Daniel Morse
Aspen & Adam Moulden
Jackie & Benjamin Mudd
Brigitte & Ken Mueller
Sowalba & Tariq Munir
Julie & Alex Murdoch
Stephanie & Mason Myers
Soma & Sanjib Nayak
Colleen & James Neach
Tracie & Stuart Nelson
Sadia & Zahid Niaz
Lisa & David Nickum
Debby & Jim Nietherammer
Andrea Goodwin & Terry O’Callaghan
Danielle O’Day Brown & Aaron Brown
Debra & Jim O’Gara
Randy & Randy Olsen
Wendy & Doug Olver
Glynnia & Greg Padilla
Veronica Padilla Valdez ‘94 & Vaughn Valdez
Annette & Christopher Page
Paymane Karyari & Ali Azarm
Jennifer Palamidessi ‘97
Megan Whetstone Panson ‘85 & Justin Panson
Maria & Tracy Parish
Kara LaBella Parker ‘90 & Alden Parker
Teresa & Kevin Partington
Sue & Aaron Patella
Wendy & Patrick Pavelchik
Christine Paxinos
Heidi & Stephen Payne
Romelia & Geoffrey Pease
Shannon & Gary Pelfrey
Karen & Neil Schaper
Kara Bellotti Porter ‘94 & Aaron Porter
Paul Posz
Katherine Prociwa-Christopulos ‘78
Leah Diaz Quackenbush ‘90 & David Quackenbush
Mike Quigley
Kris Quigley
Kim & AJ Ramirez
Barbara & Chris Ramm
Lisa & Charley Rea
Eri & Andy Reed
Tamis Reed
Tracey & Justin Reginato
Jennifer & Matthew Rextroad
Sando & Bob Rice
Laura & J.R. Riddell
Melinda & Kevin Riley
Cathryn Rivera & Ignacio Hernandez
Sunny & Carlos Rivera
MaryClaire Robinson ‘86 & Peter Brostrom
Sherry & Dennis Rogers
Malamo Douaves Romans ‘89 & James Romans
Amy & Guillermo Rosas
Rosemary & John Ross
Shannon & Tom Ross
Julie Routhier
Kristen & Edward Rudis
Janice Sagisi Kamin
Lena & Ramzi Salameh
Fernando & Nora Salazar
Rodelei & Jerry Salera
Lisa & James Salter
Elvina Sanchez
Maria & Jose Miguel Santana
Sonal Wagh & Cherag Sarkari
Angela Ramos Saunders ‘94 & Ryan Saunders
Amy Schaidler
Jan & Neil Schaper
Ashlee & Michael Scheuber
Denise Schiller & Bradlee Terry
Jennifer & Tom Scofield
Nancy & Nate Sebok
Carrie Benvenuti Sedar ‘88 & John Sedar
Duste & Tom Sellas
Afton & Dave Semon
Katie & Douglas Shinoda
Gina Sideli
Emily & Brian Silva
Olivia & Francisco Silva
Kassandra Slowey & William Simmons
Jackie & Nate Simon
Lauren & Joshua Simon
Debbie & Brian Simonian
Stacie & Randy Simpson
Ronica & Sunjeet Singh
Gurinder Kaur & Virinder Singh
Kim-Xuan & James Sly
Christine Farley Skeoch ‘83
Candace & Matthew Slagle
Elizabeth & Bob Slater
Julie & Kevin Sloat
Stacy & Dave Smith
Kelly & Charles Smith
Katharine & Brad Smith
Maureen & Paul Smith
Sharon & James Smith
Sarah & Wayne Soloaga
Lynda Ubungen SooHoo ‘86 & Sheldon SooHoo
Patrick Sorrelles
Jennifer & Jeffery Southard
 Rae & James Spowart
Bridgette & Brandon Steggall
Jennifer & Wade Steinhoff
Caroline Bonanno & Joe Steinmetz
Liza & Michael Stephens
Jennifer & Alan Stevens
Rocky & Mark Stevenson
Alethea & Jim Stiveson
Jennifer Stolo & Keith Diederich
Antoinette & Christopher Stuart
Carla & Steve Stuck
Rachel Tatad & Randy Mah

FATHER-DAUGHTER DANCE 2019
GRANDPARENTS

We can’t thank you enough for your support of your granddaughters and their education at St. Francis. We encourage grandparents of any current student or alumna to join the Grandparents’ Club! www.stfrancishs.org/grandparents-club

Lynda & Ray Aguilar
Lori & Al Aldrete
Gloria Andrews
Joanne & Robert Arellanes
Marge & Robert Benson
Diane Borden
Christine Brown
Patrice & Jerry Culhane
Carol Daly
Barbara Peletta Davidson ’57
Tita Diepenbrock
Kathleen & John Evans
Susan Fiore
Gilda Garcia
Josephine Glorioso
Arlene Hermansen
Virginia Holloway
Gloria Jones
James Kuffer
Jan Lambert & John Muehlbauer
Marilyn Lang
Veda Levy
Brenda Lewis
Debra McKenzie
Kathy Meier
Olympia Mercuris
Marylee & Alan Moritz
Gus Morr
Tina & Mike Moylan
Carol & Michael Navarro
Colleen & Francis Nicholas
Ann Nickum
Karen Panza
Rhonda & John Patella
Linda & Tom Pera
Joanne & Frank Ramos
Jay Riley
Betty & Patrick Ryan
Vicki Porter Sazaki ’66
Bonnie & Fred Strook
Mary & Paul Thomas
Susie & Plauche Villere
Andrea Westberg
Pat White
Adrienne Williams
Nancy & Dennis Williams
Charlene & Chuck Windmiller
Ginny Suarez ’64
Susan & Edward Younger
PARENTS OF ALUMNAE

The continuing commitment made to St. Francis each year by the families of our alumnae is greatly appreciated. This past year the school was the beneficiary of support from both parents of recent graduates, as well as from families whose association with St. Francis began decades ago. Thank you for helping St. Francis maintain our pillars of faith, excellence, leadership, and service.

Vivian & Ernie Alarcon
Patricia & John Almazan
Angie & Jose Altamirano
Krisy Fielavan Alvarez *83 & Stephen Alvarez
Donna & David Anderson
Anonymous
Lori & Mark Ansell
Shahnaz & Shakil Anwar
Maryln & Jaime Arancibia
Keri Arnoldy-Thrall *87 & Michael Thrall
Joan Holmes-Asamoah & Erick Asamoah
Julie & Robert Austin
Cynthia & Scott Austin
Karen & Dominic Ayotte
Mercedes Martin Azar *68 & Guillermo Azar
Trudi & Ken Balesenti
Kathy Koon Barboza *82 & Rich Barboza
Stephanie & Michael Barkett
Idamarie Mattos Barsotti *68 & Ernie Barsotti
Ada & Jeff Bauman
Elizabeth & Charles Beigh
Kathryn Beltrami ’69 & Martin Pierucci
Shawn Bennett
Eve & Don Benson
Veronica & Andrew Berg
Kristen & Ben Billeci
Janet McFadden Bollinger ’66
Sandra McDaniel-Bonner & Rickey Bonner
Louis Brazil
Lisa & Jonathan Breslau
Augusta & Kelly Brothers
JoAnne Mahaney-Buehler & David Buehler
Dana Bueno
Susan & Robert Burky
Lynn & Thomas Byerly
Mary & Raymond Cabral
Christine & Todd Cabral
Christi Calpo
Susan & Rodney Campbell
Pamela & Jackson Campbell
Cindy Canaday
Erin Johansen Cook ’84 & Bob Cook
Lisa & Steve Caretto
Michele & Christian Carpenter
Karenly Arrooyo Carroll ’96 & Robert Carroll
Diedre Carsey
Marsha & Larry Carson
Kristin & Bill Casale
Ann & Mike Casentini
Rosanne Brousard Cherry ’83 & Keith Cherry
Vicki & Kenneth Cichocki
Lori & Robert Cima
Penny & Christopher Cimino
Kathryn Artero Clark ’83 & Tony Clark
Julia & Neil Clark
Katharine Cobb
Lisa Cofman
Mary Cogan-Perez & Roberto Perez
Irene & Sean Colgan
Suzanne & Tim Collins
John E. Cook, Jr.
Cynthia & James Cost
Catherine & Jonathan Couplau
Colene & James Crowley
Monica & Doug Cremlay
Patrice & Jerry Culhane
Janae Root Davis ’82 & Jeff Davis
Alexxa DeBenedetti
Christi & John DeBenedetti
Judy & Joseph DeFazio
Ann & Dennis DeFelice
Lisa & Jeffrey Elenberger
Ora & Michael Emmerich
Molly O’Connor Emslie ’81 & Jeffrey Emslie
Sharon & Layne Esguerra
Patty Estopinal
Donna & Maurice Fargen
Kathleen & Mike Farmer
Katy Calkin Ferguson ’80 & Christopher Ferguson
Maria & Christopher Fernandez
Carney & Mark Fields
Miriam & Jason Fisk
Jennifer & James Fitzgerald
Lisa Flanders ’72
Christina & Kevin Fontes
Carol & John Frank
Linda & Timothy Frazier
Monica & Michael Fugit
Gloria Gabrielli
Annette & Michael Gallo
Anna & Joseph Galvan
Kimberly & Jason Garrett
Keryn & Scott German
Mark Gilbert
Eric Golden
Jasmin & Jesus Maria Gonzalez
Nicole &Kevin Grassel
Sheeryl Griego
Hoall & Vincent Gruenwald
Christina Troja Guererra ’89 & Tony Guerrera
Luis Guima
Carol & John Gumbeleviucis
Jesse Gutierrez
Ann Haas & Paul Davis
Wendy Hall
Christine Harris
Tina & Elliot Harris
Sean Harrison
Greg Hayes
Brenda & Gary Hebert
Darlene & Stephen Hemington
Daphney & Roderick Hewitt
Teresa Hilt & Christopher Ferrell
Julie & Alex Hoang
Kristy Hoffarth
Ruth & David Huggins
Martha Hughes
Pam & Keith Johnson
Sheree Johnston
Aurora & Claude Jones
Judith Jones-Huggins & Michael Huggins
Christine & Peter Jurisich
Floreine & Christopher Kahn
Judi Bagley Kane ’84 & Kerry Kane
Kathy & Gene Keller
Mary Anne Kelly
Stacey & Thomas Kennedy
Kendra Hutchinson & Nicholas Kenyon
Ruth & Miro Kesich
Terry & William Klas
Alison & Cortlandt Koerwitz
Lynne & David Koll
Denise & Steven Konigsfeld
Susan & John Kostecki
Ann & Dan Kramer
Sharon & Marcas Kropf
Debra & Timothy Kustic
Eileen & Bob Lackner
Susan Laird & David Endsley
Patty & Alan Leatherby
Naomi Lee
Hyunjoo & Jeongmin Lee
Kimberly & Timothy Lien
Kamie & Shawn Loehr
Lynn Lok-Payne & McKenna Payne ’14
Erina Lucchesini-Soria ’84
Deborah Lukowicz
Richard Todd Luoma
Joy Lynch ’88
Kellie & Mark Lynch
Karen & Bradley Lynn
Joanna & Robert MacDonald
Clare MacLaughlin
Sandy & Mick Malaney
Kevin Malone
Jean & David Mark
John Matzoll
Catherine & Kevin McAllister
Susan & Michael McCutcheon
Maria Bodrozic McGee ’79 & Joseph McGee
Cassy & Mark McGreavy
Diane & Ken McGuire
Kathryn & Mark McGuire
Joye McKeyt
Julie & Craig McNamara
Carol & Niall Meagher
Ana Liza & Donald Menardo
Elias Mendoza
Jean & Mark Menz
David Miller
Nicole & Sean Minor
Patricia & Alan Miranda
Jeffrey Mitsuoka
Ramona & Barry Moenter
Dawn & Nick Moore
Marylee & Alan Moritz
Gus Morr
Jo & Stephen Morrison
Jackie & Benjamin Mudd
Paula & Steve Mumm
Sowaiba & Tariq Munir
Brenda & John Musilli
Stephanie & Mason Myers
Susan & John Myers
Brian Nanoo
Colleen & James Neach
Kimberly Lotz Neri ’76 & Thomas Neri
Chrissy & Charles Nicholas
John Nicolaus
Debby & Jim Nietherammer
Ingrid & Russ Niles
Mary & Darrell Norris
Jeanette & Gregory Nyland
Florida & James O’Brien
Michelle & Wallace Oliver
Erin O’Neil ’74
Kerrie & Kevin O’Neil
Anne & Thomas Padilla
Veronica Padilla Valdez ’94 & Vaughn Valdez
Megan Whetstone Panson ’85 & Justin Panson
Nancy Pape
Valerie & Joel Pearlman
Susan & Ulrich Pelz
Barbara & Greg Peterson
Colleen & Todd Peterson
Aida & Timothy Phelan
Sally & Jeffrey Phillips
Susan & Vic Pitton
Kelly & Joe Poggi
Lori & Bill Porter

CRAB FEED 2020
Celia Puff
Regina & Sergio Quiniola
Lisa Jacobs Qvistgaard ’85 & Thomas Qvistgaard
Suzanne & Alfredo Ramirez
Catherine Ranieri-Zero ’74 & James Zorio
Eri & Andy Reed
Lee & Jerry Reedy
Colleen O’Neil Reilly ’78 & Dan Reilly
Suzanne & Alfredo Ramirez
Catherine Ranieri-Zerio ’74 & James Zerio
Erin & Andy Reed
Lee & Jerry Reedy
Colleen O’Neil Reilly ’78 & Dan Reilly
Cecilia Velez
Darryl Vidor
Olive Keating Vincenty ’70 & Joe Vincenty
Lisa & Kurt von Geldern
Debbie & Bill Warne
Ann & Jerrald Watkins
Cheryl Watson & Dennis Mustard
Frank Werry
Stephanie Wetch
Susan & Ed Whalen
Lisa & Chip Wilkins
Lynda & Erik Winje
Helen Wong
Claudia & Olin Woods
Christina & Mark Woollgar
Laurie & Douglas Young
Jill Young
Barbara & Tom Young
Trish & Mark Ziegler
Dona & Denis Zilaff

FACULTY AND STAFF

In addition to the tireless hours and energy committed to students, the following members of St. Francis’ faculty,
staff, and administration contributed to the 2019-2020 tuition assistance needs of our students.

Nora Wehrenberg Anderson ’83
Kiera Mickiewicz Anderson ’99
Lori Ansell
Debbie Austin
Eve Benson
Rosemarie Conti Bertini ’72
Anonymous (3)
Melanie Bow
Kelly Boylan
Linda Brida
Brian Briggs
Dana Bueno
Michele Carpenter
Mary Castellano
Lisa Coffman
Sarah Cornell
Cynthia Cost
Ileana Diver
Lori Dwyer
Ora Emmerich
Kristen & Edward Rudis
Amy Ruggles
Ursula & Steven Rutter
Anne Geremia Sadler ’80 & Scott Sadler
Christine & Todd Sanfilippo
Nancy & Rob Sbisa
J. Anthony Selbert
Loretta & Steve Sellers
Tina Bonilla Semen ’86 & Brian Rau
Kim Sharon
Pilar & Daniel Sheahon
Mary & Dennis Sheehan
Elizabeth & Mark Sheffield
Stacie & Randy Simpson
Anna Mazzucchi Skewes ’66 &
Douglas Skewes
Sandra & Gregg Slavik
Kelly & Charles Smith
Sarah & Wayne Sologa
Deborah Gardner Soto ’75 & Steve Soto
Jennifer & Jeffrey Southard
Kristi & Dan Spector
Diane & Dale Stanfeld
Mary Steمبر
Jennifer Stolo & Keith Diederich
Teri & Kevin Stone
Lori & Terry Street
Jennifer & Denis Sweeney
Zenaida & Roman Tanjuakio
Julia & Danny Tanner
Lydia & Walter Tanner
Christina Creedon Teeple ’94 & Matt Teeple
Pamela & Abel Tenorio
Shannon & Randal Tervedo
Jeannette & Jesse Torneros
Cynthia Torres & Robert Freitas
Kelley Tousey
Maura Twomey ’77 & Rich Pedroncelli
Thomas & Thrisa Uhrhammer
Kellie & Michael Urkov
Alice Ursano
Moni Van Camp-Kondos & Greg Kondos
Josie & Maury VanSacker
Evelyn Vargas-Castaneda & Carlos Castaneda

Naomi Lee
Tara Leung
Nicole Lucchese
Joanna MacDonald
Lauren Macugay
Patricia Maier
Jennifer Philipp Maniccia ’89
Areli Marquez
Stacy McDonald
Jim McFadden
Mark McGreevy
Ken McGuire
Jason McHarg
Elias Mendoza
Heather Robison Moloney ’99
Jean More
Colleen Morrison
Sarah Mumper ’14
Raquel Nambo
Mirjana Nikcevic
Rick Norman
Anna Owens
Jordan Pare
Barbara Peterson
Florence Picca
Joseph Poggi
Michelle Reagan
Sunny Rivera
Pier Roberts
Theresa Rodgers
Sarah Ruano
Cindy Sandoval
Ashlee Scheuber
Edward Schmidt
Dustie Sells
Steve Shaff
Kim Sharon
Kathi Shelley
Francesca Steele
Mary Stember
Teri Stone
Amy Sutton
Sarah Symkowick
Stephen Tholcke
Julie Van Houten
Evelyn Vargas-Castaneda
Stephanie Villanueva ’98
Marisa Viloria
Gina Vinella
Judy Walker ’70
Kimberly Weinandy
Lisa Wilkins
Robyn Gram Williams ’03
Bobby Williams
Tammy Zeigler
Anna Zhovinsky
Kore Zimmerman

Cecilia Velez
Darryl Vidor
Olive Keating Vincenty ’70 & Joe Vincenty
Lisa & Kurt von Geldern
Debbie & Bill Warne
Ann & Jerrald Watkins
Cheryl Watson & Dennis Mustard
Frank Werry
Stephanie Wetch
Susan & Ed Whalen
Lisa & Chip Wilkins
Lynda & Erik Winje
Helen Wong
Claudia & Olin Woods
Christina & Mark Woollgar
Laurie & Douglas Young
Jill Young
Barbara & Tom Young
Trish & Mark Ziegler
Dona & Denis Zilaff

Nora Wehrenberg Anderson ’83
Kiera Mickiewicz Anderson ’99
Lori Ansell
Debbie Austin
Eve Benson
Rosemarie Conti Bertini ’72
Anonymous (3)
Melanie Bow
Kelly Boylan
Linda Brida
Brian Briggs
Dana Bueno
Michele Carpenter
Mary Castellano
Lisa Coffman
Sarah Cornell
Cynthia Cost
Ileana Diver
Lori Dwyer
Ora Emmerich
Christina Canaday Evey ’05
Jennifer Ferrara
Simone Freeberg
Michael Gallo
Barbara Fraizer Guvers ’03
Ann Moritz Gregory ’89
Sarah Hamilton ’12
Tina Harris
Nicolle Hanity
Leigh Hiers ’96
Teresa Hills
David Huggins
Jennifer Bauman Jansen ’99
Jason Javier-Watson
MaryAnne Kelly
Kely Ketcham
Alison Koerwitz
Emily Zacharias Kropp ’97
Chloe Leavitt ’09
Chyrissee Lee

Naomi Lee
Tara Leung
Nicole Lucchese
Joanna MacDonald
Lauren Macugay
Patricia Maier
Jennifer Philipp Maniccia ’89
Areli Marquez
Stacy McDonald
Jim McFadden
Mark McGreevy
Ken McGuire
Jason McHarg
Elias Mendoza
Heather Robison Moloney ’99
Jean More
Colleen Morrison
Sarah Mumper ’14
Raquel Nambo
Mirjana Nikcevic
Rick Norman
Anna Owens
Jordan Pare
Barbara Peterson
Florence Picca
Joseph Poggi
Michelle Reagan
Sunny Rivera
Pier Roberts
Theresa Rodgers
Sarah Ruano
Cindy Sandoval
Ashlee Scheuber
Edward Schmidt
Dustie Sells
Steve Shaff
Kim Sharon
Kathi Shelley
Francesca Steele
Mary Stember
Teri Stone
Amy Sutton
Sarah Symkowick
Stephen Tholcke
Julie Van Houten
Evelyn Vargas-Castaneda
Stephanie Villanueva ’98
Marisa Viloria
Gina Vinella
Judy Walker ’70
Kimberly Weinandy
Lisa Wilkins
Robyn Gram Williams ’03
Bobby Williams
Tammy Zeigler
Anna Zhovinsky
Kore Zimmerman
MEMORIAL & TRIBUTE GIFTS

St. Francis graciously accepts contributions in honor and in memory of loved ones or in support of our mission of educating young women.

In Honor of Maryanne Cimino Aeilts ‘10
Penny & Christopher Cimino

In Honor of The Apostles of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Trisha & Thomas Uhrhammer

In Honor of Marion Bishop
Patrick O’Neill
Cindy & Efren Sandoval

In Honor of Gigi Brida ‘20
Christina Canaday Evey '05 & Mickey Evey

In Honor of Mary Anne Cimino
Penny & Christopher Cimino

In Honor of The Apostles of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Trisha & Thomas Uhrhammer

In Honor of Marion Bishop
Patrick O’Neill
Cindy & Efren Sandoval

In Honor of Gigi Brida ‘20
Christina Canaday Evey '05 & Mickey Evey

In Honor of Dr. Brian Briggs
Clare Neal ‘19

In Honor of Sophia Burke ‘22
Denise & Brian Burke

In Honor of Alyssa Byerly ‘13
Lynn & Thomas Byerly

In Honor of Victoria Cimino ‘18
Penny & Christopher Cimino

In Honor of the Class of 1969 50th Reunion
Lucia Barrow
DeAnn Bennett Kamilos ‘69

In Honor of your gal pals from the Class of 1971
Jill Matranga ‘71

In Honor of the Class of 1977
Carol Berberich Fairbairn ‘77

In Honor of the Class of 1984 35th Reunion
Shannon Deary-Bell ‘84 & Brad Bell
Patsy Sullivan Guezmire ‘84 & Ramzi Guezmire

In Honor of the Class of 1989 30th Reunion
Christina Troja Guerrera ’89 & Tony Guerrera
Alison Morr ’89 & Stephen Gemperle

In Honor of the Class of 2009 10th Reunion
Victoria Alonso ’09
Sarah Butler ’09
Christina Fahey ’09
Elicia Fernandez ’09
Macy Fuhs ’09
Nicole Wagner Hollister ’09 & Esteban Hollister
Dylana Jones ’09
Chloe Leavitt ’09
Sarah Lewicki ’09
Mollie Clark Newquist ’09
Allison Pansius ’09
Natalie Speno ’09
Stasia Uhrhammer ’09
Lindsey Ward ’09

In Honor of the Class of 2014 5th Reunion
Ariana Almazan ‘14
AnnaMaria Arostegui ‘14
CI Connolly ‘14
Elise DeCristoforo ‘14
Ramnee Kahlon ‘14
Reanna Klasnek ‘14
Lyndsie Mark ‘14
Shashi Mireles ‘14
Erin Stone ‘14
Victoria Vardanegra ‘14
Maxi Wilson ‘14

In Honor of the Class of 2020! Good luck!
Alexandra Chan ’10

In Honor of the Class of 2020! We are so proud of each of you. We wish you the best - today & always.
Brigit O’Brien Shotts ’89 & Barry Shotts

In Honor of Catherine Davis ’13
Ann Haas & Paul Davis

In Honor of Emily Dusel ‘23
Angela & Kirby Dusel

In Honor of Adeline Cora Evey
Christina Canaday Evey ’05 & Mickey Evey

In Honor of Patricia Fernandez ’11
Maria & Christopher Fernandez

In Honor of Mrs. Kay Gaines
Elizabeth Dyer ’81
Claudia & Olin Woods

In Honor of Abigail Glime ’20
Katherine Glime ’15

In Honor of Jacqueline Cima ’11 & Sophia Cima ’15
Lori & Robert Cima

In Honor of Jane Gregory ’21 & Ada Gregory ’22
Ann Moritz Gregory ’89 & Marcus Gregory

In Honor of Jane Gregory ’21, Ada Gregory ’22, & Ann Gregory ’89
Marylee & Alan Moritz

In Honor of my SF Troubie, Amalia Griego ’91
Sheryl Griego

In Honor of Lauren Jones ’22 & Morgan Jones ’23
Karen & Thomas Jones

In Honor of Meg Van Camp Kent ’79
Moni Van Camp-Kondos & Greg Kondos

In Honor of Serena LaMar ’23
Debra McKenzie

In Honor of Emma Menchaca ’24
Kristie Figone Ishoo ’05

In Honor of Elias Mendoza
Lisa & Jonathan Breslau

In Honor of Ada Myczek
Pamela Myczek ’65

In Honor of Sarah Panson ’20
Megan Whetstone Panson ’85 & Justin Panson

In Honor of Madame Flo Picca
Adrienne Manuel Pendleton ’03

In Honor of Joe Poggi (Marty McPoggi)
Paloma Freitas ’17

In Honor of Carly ’14 & Olivia Reed ’21
Erin & Andy Reed

In Honor of Norma Santos
Laura Santos Reidenbach ’78 & Edward Reidenbach

In Honor of Charlie & Ann Schwing
Marty Carr
In Honor of Mr. Charlie Schwing
April Fallon ’84 & Ramzi Nahas
Gwyn Gordon ’85 & Damian Marhefka

In Honor of Sr. Catherine Sedgeman
Karen Lysaght Perkins ’81 & Phillip Perkins, Jr

In Honor of the St. Francis Advancement Team
MaryAnne Kelly

In Honor of the amazing SFHS Advancement Team
Dawn & Nick Moore

In Honor of Shakespeare!
Cynthia Torres & Robert Freitas

In Honor of Samantha Tousey ’13 & Kailey Tousey ’22
Kelley Tousey

In Honor of Visual and Performing Arts Faculty
Kay Gaines

In Honor of Ed Wargo
Teresa Rodriguez-Wargo

In Honor of Katharine Grace Woods ’01
Claudia & Olin Woods

In Honor of Sarah Young, MD ’04
Barbara & Tom Young

In Honor of Carla Zilaff ’01
Dona & Denis Zilaff

In Memory of Louise Alameida
Laurie Alameida Menchaca ’86 & Martin Menchaca

In Memory of Nicole Alpar ’89
Alison Monr ’89 & Stephen Gempel
Christina Troja Guerrera ’89 & Tony Guerrera
Joyann Redmon ’89 & Neal Lutterman

In Memory of Esther Arellano
Kimberly Bucchioni-De La Cruz ’89 & Jose De La Cruz

In Memory of Neal & Sheryl Arnolde
Keri Arnolde-Thrall ’87 & Michael Thrall

In Memory of Karen Artero ’72
Kathryn Artero Clark ’83 & Tony Clark

In Memory of Sr. Maryanne Beeler, SJS ’70
Barbara Black Burman ’70 & Steven Burman

In Memory of Mark Belafsky
Sheri & Peter Belafsky

In Memory of Jody Blakeway ’72
Martha Diepenbrock ’72 & Joshua Newman

In Memory of Shannon Brady ’93
Erin McGuire ’95

In Memory of Lillian Bucchioni
Kimberly Bucchioni-De La Cruz ’89 & Jose De La Cruz

In Memory of Diane Buzzard
Idamarie Mattos Barsotti ’68 & Ernie Barsotti

In Memory of Carol Ann Canote ’57
Marilyn Meredith Harris ’57 & Ken Harris

In Memory of Kathy Carlisle
Marilyn & Jaime Arancibia

In Memory of Stephen Carrigg, Nancy Carrigg,
Louis Carrigg, Richard Peretti, Jr.
Donna Carrigg-Snuffer ’66

In Memory of deceased members of the Class of 1955
Clare Ann Squires Hayes ’55 & Gerald Hayes

In Memory of all those that have passed away from the
Class of 1966
Pamela Halm Grady ’66 & Stephen Grady

In Memory of Sandra Geary Cook ’54
Mary Geary Ellingson ’67 & Dennis Ellingson

In Memory of Chris Cort
Vicki Porter Sazaki ’66

In Memory of Susan Crone ’81
Michelle Polli ’81

In Memory of Chuck Cunningham
Christina Canaday Evey ’05 & Mickey Evey
MaryAnne Kelly

In Memory of Joanna Deiter ’66
Barbara Black Burman ’70 & Steven Burman

In Memory of Brian Dodson
Vicki & Kenneth Cichocki
Elizabeth Graves ’14

In Memory of Carol Rocksvold Ellis ’67
Lynne & David Koll
Janet Taormina Ruggiero ’67 & Stephen Ruggiero

In Memory of Annette Piche Emslie ’55 & Robert Emslie
Karen Lysaght Perkins ’81 & Phillip Perkins, Jr

In Memory of John Fiore, Grandfather of Antonia
Cignarella and member of the SFHS Grandparents’ Club
Susan Fiore

In Memory of Jim Fortik
Wallrich Creative Communications

In Memory of Geni with a “G”
Amalia Griego ’91

In Memory of Allen Carlton Gilbert, Jr.
Mark Gilbert

In Memory of Kevin Gilfooly & Michelle Mullin ’84
Meg Willett Haesloop ’84 & Brian Haesloop

In Memory of Giuseppe Guerrera & Giovanni Troja
Christina Troja Guerrera ’89 & Tony Guerrera

In Memory of Meghan Gumbeleviecu ’99
Carol & John Gumbeleviecu
Karina Gumbeleviecu
Shauna Collins Smith ’99

In Memory of Julie Hanretty
Tracy & Sam Hodges

In Memory of Dr. Ernest & Farida Holland
Laila Holland Barker ’79 & Paul Barker

In Memory of Karen Huston & Michael Erwin,
who raised incredible strong daughters
Lisa Clausen Fitzgerald ’86 & Patrick Fitzgerald

In Memory of Joe & Alice Iosasaki
Michelle Iosasaki Pyhntla ’69

In Memory of my wonderful loving parents,
Clare & Jerry Keating
Colleen Keating Matthews ’65

In Memory of Teri Kennedy ’82
Teri Kennedy ’82 & Daniel Kennedy
Janet Koewler Reilly ’82 & Clint Reilly on behalf of the
Kennedy Family and the Class of 1982

In Memory of Robert LaBella
Kara LaBella Parker ’90 & Alden Parker

In Memory of Terrence Lambert
Jan Lambert & John Muehlbauer
Christine Lambert-Winter ’87 & Curt Winter
### MATCHING GIFTS

Many businesses and corporations match the amount of a donation from one of their employees or retired employees, increasing the value of the gift dramatically. The companies listed here matched the donations to St. Francis received from our alumnae, current and past parents, and friends. Check with your employer to see if your company will match your donation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Matched Donations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Systems Incorporated</td>
<td>Deirdre Mullins French ’85 &amp; Chris French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerojet Rocketdyne Delivers</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America Matching Gifts Program</td>
<td>Claudia &amp; Bob Grenke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornerstone Research</td>
<td>Emilie Uhrhammer ’12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Air Lines</td>
<td>Jeffrey Mitsouka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity Foundation Matching Gifts to Education Program</td>
<td>Patricia &amp; Alan Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genentech, Inc.</td>
<td>Amy Hamerton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard Employee Charitable Giving Program</td>
<td>Vicki &amp; Kenneth Cichocki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Foundation Matching Gifts</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel Foundation Matching Gifts</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law Office of S. Curtis Winter</td>
<td>Christine Lambert-Winter ’87 &amp; Curt Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn Matching Gifts Program</td>
<td>Kathleen Lungren Jobe ’94 &amp; Ousman Jobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merck Foundation</td>
<td>Nicole &amp; Will Baer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Matching Gifts Program</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moss Adams</td>
<td>Dawn Winston ’91 &amp; Lou Cillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northrop Grumman Foundation</td>
<td>Moira Fallon ’86 &amp; Eric McKerrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG &amp; E Matching Gifts Program</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PwC US and Mexico</td>
<td>Victoria Rudd ’09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realty Income Corporation</td>
<td>Rachel Windmiller Hoekstra ’05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento Association of Realtors</td>
<td>Maria Teresita &amp; Henry Lorenzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Boeing Company Gift Match</td>
<td>Beth Theobald Anderson ’80 &amp; Thomas Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBS Employee Giving Programs</td>
<td>Elizabeth Maly Lindgren ’84 &amp; J. Stanley Lindgren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAA</td>
<td>Karin Gumbshevics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells Fargo Educational Matching Gift Program</td>
<td>Mary &amp; Darrell Norris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodland Aviation</td>
<td>Shannon &amp; Gary Pelfrey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
<tr>
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IN-KIND DONORS

St. Francis Catholic High School gratefully acknowledges the following donors for their gifts of goods and services:

- 24 BRIX Wines
- 33rd Street Bistro
- A.Lene And Co.
- Abbott & Kindermann, Inc
- Kristine & Joel Abueg
- All Seasons Day Spa
- Melanie & Brent Andrews
- Arthur Murray Dance Studio Carmichael
- Artisan Dentistry
- Bailarin Cellars
- Ada & Jeff Bauman
- Tanya Jaime Bell ’86 & John Bell
- Bellador Vineyards
- Ladawn & Rusty Benkosky
- Marge & Robert Benson
- Bento Box
- Veronica & Andrew Berg
- Big Hairy Dog Information Systems, Inc.
- The Old Spaghetti Factory
- Todd Gage & Rick Welts,
- Leah & Patrick Frink
- Fleet Feet Sports
- Leah & Patrick Fink
- Todd Gage & Rick Welts,
- Golden State Warriors
- Garcia’s Mexican Restaurant
- Gelekian Sake
- German Motors
- Angela Kufasimes Gianulis ’86
- Glam Brows and Esthetics
- Sarah & Tony Glenn
- Michele & Alan Godlove
- Gold River Sports Club
- Golfland SunSplash
- Gonzaga University
- Monica & David Guillen
- Hamilton Jewelers
- Harlow’s Restaurant
- Donna Hatch
- Hightest Kennels
- Holiday Inn Express ELDorado Hills
- Hoshall’s Salon and Spa
- Ikeda’s Country Market
- Image Hair Studio
- Indian Creek Country Club, Inc.
- In-N-Out Burger
- Islands
- Jewel Photography
- Erika & Derek Jones
- Julius Clothing
- Stacy & Jens Karlshoej
- Kellie Lynn’s Esthetics
- KNIC 105.1
- Kobasic’s Candies
- Amy & Joshua Kragh
- Ann & Dan Kramer
- Sharon & Marcos Kropf
- La Venadita
- Lacey M. Carroll Photography
- Land Park Ski & Sports
- Lash Out Beauty Bar
- Laughs Unlimited Comedy Club and Lounge
- Lava Cap Winery
- Le Cadeau, a Chocolate Boutique
- Lemon Grass Restaurant
- Andrea & Gregory Lucas
- Joanna & Robert MacDonald
- Mama Kim Cooks
- Maricaela Fry At Salon Cuvee
- Jean & David Mark
- Mark For Hair
- Marriott Los Angeles
- Marriott Rancho Cordova
- Maximum Joy Photography
- Maxit Designs
- McGee’s Old Time Photos
- Medic Ambulance Service
- Kathy Meier
- Menchie’s
- Mikuni Sushi Corporate Office
- MOD Pizza
- Mono Mia
- Dawn & Nick Moore
- Jackie & Benjamin Mudd
- Bobbin & Patrick Mulvany
- Museum of Tolerance
- Napa Valley Distillery
- Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County
- Lisa & David Nickum, Nickum Holdings, Inc.
- Linda & Rick Norman
- Susan Romanenl Olson ’67 & Ted Olson
- One Flow Yoga
- Organic Skin Studio
- Palladio Luxe Cinemas
- Megan Whetstone Panson ’85 & Justin Panson
- Paragary’s Restaurant Group
- Maria & Tracy Parish
- Sarina Pesceitl Olson ’96 & Bryan Paulson
- Pita Pit
- Plan B
- Porchlight Brewing Co.
- Lori & Bill Porter
- ProActive Acupuncture
- Punch Bowl Social
- Radiant Yoga
- Rancho Mutieta Country Club
- River Park Nail Salon
- Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
- Rumpelstiltskin Yarn
- Rytina Fine Cleaners and Launderers
- S & J Services - Window Washing
- S. Benson & Co.
- Sacramento History Museum
- Sacramento Republic FC
- Sacramento River Cats
- Sacramento State Aquatic Center
- Sacramento Theatre Company
- Sactown Magazine
- Salon Cuvee and Day Spa
- Tiffany Schweitzer
- Scott’s Seafood on the River
- Scribner Bend Vineyards
- Scrub Boys Car Wash
- Seasons 52
- Sierra View Country Club
- Amanda & Brian Sittich
- Christine Farley Skeoch ’83
- Solomon’s
- Southern Glazer’s Wine & Spirits, LLC
- Jenna & Scott Davis, Southgate Glass
- Allison & Shawn Spellacy
- St George Spirits
- Starbucks Coffee
- Starbucks F-65
- Jennifer Stolo & Keith Diederich
- Strands Salon & Spa
- Strauss Festival of Elk Grove
- Suzie Burger
- Celes & Scott Syphax
- Tacoa Tacos & Tequila
- Tahoe Donner Association
- Taliní’s Nursery
- The Elegant Dollhouse
- The Pilates Twist
- The Rink
- The Robert & Margrit Mondavi Center for the Performing Arts
- The Shack
- The Treasured Home
- The Yard House
- Toft Facial Plastic Surgery
- Total Beauty Experience
- Tower Brewing
- Tricks Gymnastics & Dance
- Twenty20 Beverages
- Twigg’s Floral Design Gallery
- UF Ultimate Fitness
- Valley Hi Country Club
- Jeannie Vance
- Megan Luchetti Vincent ’88 & Don Vincent
- Melissa Warren
- Stephanie Wilkes & Marc Valler
- Yanni’s Bar & Grill
- Patrick Ramos, Young’s Market
- Yo-Yo Yogurt
- Tami & Mitch Zak
- Zocalo
- Add your name or business to the in-kind donor list for this year’s Revelry event.

Airline miles, vacation homes, special event tickets, one-of-a-kind experiences...our in-kind donors are at the core of what makes our premiere Revelry Gala and Auction successful!

Look out for our Amazon Wishlist coming soon!

Contact MaryAnne Kelly for more ideas at 916-737-5033 or mkelly@stfrancishs.org.
The St. Clare Legacy Society honors donors who have made St. Francis Catholic High School part of their legacy, ensuring that future generations of young women can call St. Francis home and benefit from an exceptional faith-based education program.

We invite you to join the members of the St. Clare Legacy Society by naming St. Francis Catholic High School as a beneficiary in your will and estate plans. Your generosity will make a positive and lasting impact on the future of St. Francis by enabling us to fulfill our mission to educate young women to change the world through faith, excellence, leadership and service.

“Go forth in peace, for you have followed the good road. Go forth without fear, for He who created you has made you holy, has always protected you, and loves you as a mother. Blessed be you, my God, for having created me.”

St. Clare of Assisi

ST. CLARE LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS
The St. Clare Legacy Society recognizes donors who have made St. Francis Catholic High School part of their estate and legacy.

Thank you to our inaugural members:

Marion & Paul Bishop
Tracy Brazil
Linda & David Coward
Kathleen & Jim Deeringer
Lisa & James Ferrin
Dr. Paul J. Fry, II
Katalin Ernest Hart & Alan Hart
William Hegg Charitable Annuity
Monsignor James Kidder
Jeanne Moore ’69
Alison Morr ’89
Monsignor T. Brendan O’Sullivan
Candice Pederson
Kathleen Peterson and Family
Jeanette & Chris Ray
Loreine & Nicholas Simopoulos
Anthony Spinetta
Jaqueline Peterson Ward ’73 and Family

You can become a member of the St. Clare Legacy Society by:
• placing St. Francis Catholic High School in your will
• making St. Francis Catholic High School the beneficiary of a retirement account
• making a gift of life insurance policy
• creating a charitable gift annuity
• establishing a charitable trust

Please join the members of the St. Clare Legacy Society in leaving a bequest to St. Francis Catholic High School.

For more information, contact MaryAnne Kelly at 916.737.5033 or mkelly@stfrancishs.org.
Eternal rest grant unto them,
O Lord,
and let perpetual light
shine upon them.

St. Francis of Assisi - Pray for us.
St. Clare of Assisi - Pray for us.

THE ST. FRANCIS CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL COMMUNITY MOURNS THE LOSS OF THE FOLLOWING ALUMNAE:

Evelyn Porter-Lash ’51
Joanne Gliebe Winchell ’51
Eleanor Short Book ’54
Phyllis Giusti Bueche ’54
Carol Luther Anderson ’63
Anne “Kitty” DeCristoforo Jackson ’66
Carol Rocksvold Ellis ’67
Jennie Babich Follett ’70
Angela Marie Gann ’70
Christine Fletcher Zehnder ’72
Monica Serpa Bingham ’75
Annette Rivera ’91

Contributions in honor or memory of a loved one go directly to the St. Francis Fund, providing financial assistance for students. Your gift will be recognized in the Pax et Bonum Annual Report edition each fall. Remembrance cards are sent to the family as requested, with no donation amount mentioned.

☐ In honor of ______________________________________________________________________

Occasion, if applicable __________________________________________________________________

☐ In memory of ______________________________________________________________________

Please send remembrance card to __________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________

Donor Information

Your name(s) ________________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number ________________________________________________________________________

E-Mail Address _______________________________________________________________________

Donation to Scholarship Fund $________________________________________________________

Send to: St. Francis Catholic High School
5900 Elvas Avenue, Sacramento, CA 95819
For information about important dates and upcoming events, please visit our website:
www.stfrancishs.org

Parents of Alumnae:
Please forward this publication and notify the Advancement Office of the updated address for your daughter.

#THANKFUL THURSDAY

SUPPORT OUR DAY OF GIVING!
OCTOBER 22
WWW.STFRANCISHS.ORG/DAYOFGIVING